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in Tampa Bay and Along Florida’s West Coast
 
1991–1996
 
Abstract 
Manatees wintering in Tampa Bay, Florida, were captured and ﬁtted with satellite- and radio-telemetry equip­
ment during a research project conducted from 1991 to 1996. Forty-four manatees were tagged after their cap­
ture in Tampa Bay; an additional 15 animals were tagged at other west coast locations. Locations of individual animals 
were estimated via satellite up to eight times per day, and observations of manatee locations were made in the 
ﬁeld one or more times per week. These data were entered into a relational database and converted to a format 
accessible as points within a geographic information system (GIS). Seasonal densities of satellite locations were 
mapped for 33 manatees tagged in Tampa Bay. Within the bay, manatees aggregated at or near warm-water lo­
cations during winter. In other seasons, manatee density was highest in areas that had abundant sea grass and 
were close to fresh-water sources. Sequential data points for individual manatees were transformed into proba­
ble travel routes by using a GIS-based cost-path analysis. A map was created for each tagged manatee depicting 
estimated travel paths, and detailed descriptive information summarized major movements, tagging history, and 
physical characteristics.The travel patterns of male manatees were characterized by almost continual movement, 
often along predictable routes or circuits. Most males larger than 265 cm ranged 100 km or more away from Tampa 
Bay during non-winter months whereas smaller males remained in or near the bay. As males matured, their travel 
ranges appeared to expand. Female manatees used two general movement patterns. Small females and females 
with calves would use speciﬁc areas within a day’s travel of the warm-water sources for extended periods before 
moving to similar nearby areas for protracted stays. Females without calves and females longer than 330 cm with 
calves added long migrations between areas chosen for foraging.The ranges of some females extended south to 
Charlotte Harbor, the Caloosahatchee River, and the Everglades.Two tagged females traveled from Florida’s west 
coast to the east coast: one traveled south around the peninsula, and the other apparently moved east through 
Lake Okeechobee and the lock system. 
Introduction 
The Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) is 
a federally listed, endangered marine mammal (U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1989) found primarily in 
estuarine, coastal, and inland waters along Florida’s 
east and west coasts during warm weather. When 
water temperatures drop after the passage of cold 
fronts, manatees leave their normal habitats and ag­
gregate at the warm-water discharges of natural 
springs, power plants, and coastal industries (Reynolds 
and Wilcox, 1994). 
Of all the large, accessible groups of manatees in 
locations throughout Florida, the manatees in Tampa 
Bay were probably the least researched before 1985. 
Four warm-water discharge sites in Tampa Bay have 
been used by manatees as winter refuges during the 
past 20 years: Gardinier Phosphate on the Alaﬁa River, 
the Tampa Electric Company (TECO) power plants at 
Apollo Beach and Port Sutton, and the Florida Power 
Corporation (FPC) Bartow power plant in St. Peters­
burg. From year-round aerial surveys of the entire bay 
initiated in 1987, scientists documented that the num­
ber of manatees using these warm-water discharges in­
creased from 60 to 80 animals in the mid-1980s (Weigle 
et al., 1988) to more than 140 animals by 1992 (Wright 
et al., in press). In contrast, the number of manatees 
found in Tampa Bay during the warm months showed 
no corresponding increase, suggesting that the in­
crease in the number of manatees present in Tampa Bay 
during the winter could not be completely explained 
by population growth. Questions about manatee use 
of Tampa Bay began to surface as we speculated about 
their habitat preferences, migratory routes, and life-his­
tory information and about ways to collect data for 
manatee-protection strategies. 
Aerial survey counts strongly suggested that more 
than half of the manatees using Tampa Bay during 
winter migrate to other preferred habitats outside the 
bay during warmer months. We also surmised that 
many manatees may use more than one of the three 
areas where manatees are often abundant on Florida’s 
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west coast: Lee and Collier counties in the southwest, 
the Tampa Bay area, and Citrus and Levy counties to 
the north. However, only limited data were available 
about preferred habitats during non-winter months to 
support this theory. Studies in which photographs of 
individual manatees were taken for use in a statewide 
catalog of manatees were conducted at winter aggre­
gation sites, and only limited effort was expended dur­
ing seasons other than winter. In addition, researchers 
could not take photographs of individual manatees 
from the small planes used in the aerial surveys be­
cause of the 100-km/hr ﬂight speeds and 180-m survey 
altitudes. Therefore, the photoidentiﬁcation catalog 
was of limited use in investigating movements of in­
dividuals between sites along Florida’s west coast with 
one exception: a manatee photographed at the TECO 
power plant discharge in Apollo Beach in February 
1983 (Weigle, 1983) was sighted during nonwinter 
months at the Suwannee and Homosassa rivers in 
1983 and 1984 (Rathbun et al., 1990). 
Telemetry studies—studies in which radiotrans­
mitters are attached to and are then used to track a wide 
variety of terrestrial, airborne, and aquatic species— 
have been successfully implemented over the past 20 
years (Samuel and Fuller, 1996).Telemetry data give re­
searchers important information about individual an­
imals, including how they use and move between 
important habitats. Before the Tampa Bay study, we had 
used data collected during two radiotelemetry studies 
to begin to substantiate the migration of manatees 
along the west coast of Florida. During a radio-track­
ing study of manatees centered around Crystal River 
in northwest Florida, 24 animals were tagged between 
1978 and 1985 with very high frequency (VHF) trans­
mitters. One male manatee was sighted in the Tampa 
Bay area, including Boca Ciega Bay, the Hillsborough 
River, and the Alaﬁa River (Rathbun et al., 1990). A 
second male from the same study moved to Sanibel Is­
land near Ft. Myers (Powell and Rathbun, 1984). An­
other radio-tracking study was conducted in Lee 
County during 1985 and 1986; 32 manatees were tagged 
with VHF tags during the winters of both years (Lefeb­
vre and Frohlich, 1986).Two manatees, a male and a fe­
male, were tracked to Tampa Bay during warm weather. 
The female gave birth after reaching the Tampa Bay 
area, and the female and calf moved into the Manatee 
River and Terra Ceia Bay.The male principally used the 
area around the Little Manatee River. During these 
studies, other manatees may also have made sub­
stantial movements that were undetected because of 
the limited range of reception of VHF radio signals. 
Clearly, additional data on the movements of individ­
ual animals were necessary to determine the frequency, 
duration, and routes of the seasonal migrations of 
manatees along the west coast of Florida. 
Advancements in satellite transmitter technology 
during the late 1970s and early 1980s overcame the 
limited range of VHF transmitters (see Fancy et al., 
1988, for detailed description of the satellite telemetry 
system). In 1978, the National Aeronautic and Space 
Administration (NASA), National Oceanic and At­
mospheric Administration (NOAA), and France’s Cen­
tre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), cooperated in 
the development of the Argos system, in which small 
transmitters called platform transmitter terminals 
(PTTs) send signals to receivers on two NOAA weather 
satellites in polar orbits. Argos processes the trans­
missions at receiving stations and calculates the loca­
tion of each transmitter by analyzing the Doppler shift 
of the PTT carrier frequency. Scientists from the U.S. 
Geological Survey’s Sirenia Project (Gainesville, 
Florida) and Oregon State University, with ﬁnancial as­
sistance from the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conserva­
tion Commission (FWC), worked with Telonics, Inc. 
(Tucson, Arizona), to build the ﬁrst manatee satellite 
tag and deploy it in 1985 on a rehabilitated male man­
atee (Mate et al., 1986; Rathbun et al., 1990).Three man­
atees were also tagged with PTTs in 1985–86 during the 
Lee County project (Lefebvre and Frohlich, 1986). 
The distance from a location derived by Argos to 
the true location of the animal can range from more 
than one kilometer to less than 150 m (Argos, 1996). Lo­
cations can be obtained up to eight times a day in 
Florida, depending on both the number of PTT trans­
missions reaching the satellite during each pass and 
the orientation of the satellite and the PTT. Data from 
each location can be mapped using a Geographic In­
formation System (GIS), a software package used to dis­
play and analyze data having spatial coordinates.The 
data can then be analyzed in detail to estimate daily 
movements and habitat use. Directly observing the 
tagged manatees, located via a VHF beacon in the 
transmitter housing, allows scientists to document be­
havior patterns, associations with other manatees, and 
reproductive success of females. 
With assistance from Sirenia Project staff, we ini­
tiated a satellite telemetry project in 1991 to track man­
atees wintering at the TECO Big Bend plant in Apollo 
Beach.Tagging of animals during 1991 was conducted 
under U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) permit 
number PRT-684532 issued to the Sirenia Project. Dur­
ing May 1992, we received USFWS manatee research 
permit number PRT-773494 and conducted all subse­
quent work under the conditions listed therein. The 
project continued until February 1997, when the last 
transmitter on a Tampa Bay animal was removed. 
This FMRI Technical Report provides managers 
and the general public with details of the method used 
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in the FWC West Coast Telemetry Project and pro­
vides a summary of the movements of individual an­
imals grouped by sex and size class. The data and 
analyses described in this report provide a starting 
point for researchers who want to examine in even 
greater detail the movements and habitat preferences 
of manatees in the Tampa Bay area. 
Methods and Materials 
Manatee Captures 
Three capture techniques were used to obtain the wild 
manatees for the telemetry study: the land-based cap­
ture technique, used at a power plant discharge canal; 
the modiﬁed land-based capture technique; and the 
open-water capture technique. Rehabilitated manatees 
were tagged when they were released from captivity. 
The land-based capture technique was used to 
catch manatees in the warm-water discharge canal of 
the TECO Big Bend plant in Apollo Beach during six 
one- to three-day periods during the winters (De­
cember to February) of 1991 through 1996. Fresh water 
from a hose was used to attract manatees to a site at 
the eastern end of the discharge canal.The capture net 
was 130 m long by 10 m deep and was constructed from 
nylon 20-cm stretched-mesh netting. One end of the 
net was secured to the shore, and enough net to stretch 
across two-thirds of the width of the canal was loaded 
into a johnboat.The crew of 15 to 20 people was divided 
into 2 groups. From an elevated deck, a spotter moni­
tored the area adjacent to the hose, waiting for ap­
propriate-sized manatees to approach the hose and 
start drinking. On a signal from the spotter, one group 
pulled the johnboat across the canal, deploying a net 
off the stern and behind animals at the hose.When the 
net was fully deployed and free from the boat, the sec­
ond group pulled the free end of the net to shore, trap­
ping the manatees in the net purse. Finally, all the 
crew slowly worked the net’s lead line and ﬂoat lines 
to shore. In the successful deployments, one or more 
manatees were entrapped and hauled onto the shore. 
In July 1992, water from a hose did not prove to be 
a major attractant because rain provided ample fresh 
water and the manatees were widely dispersed.When 
the hose technique proved ineffectual at a Hillsborough 
County park regularly visited by manatees, we used a 
modiﬁed land-based technique to capture the ani­
mals. One end of the net was secured to the shore 
near an area where manatees were spotted. The cap­
ture net was then deployed across the path of a man­
atee from a 6-m open-transom mullet boat that circled 
the animal. On successful sets, the manatees were 
then hauled onto shore. 
The open-water capture technique was developed 
in 1992 by FWC biologists at the FMRI Marine Mam­
mal Pathobiology Laboratory.This technique was de­
signed to rescue injured manatees, but we occasionally 
applied the technique to catch speciﬁc animals for re­
search.The capture net was deployed from the back of 
a 6-m open-transom mullet boat that circled the man­
atees in open water. A team of up to eight people 
hauled the animals on board the boat for processing. 
As soon as possible after samples were taken and tags 
were attached, all animals were returned to the water 
near the area where they were captured. 
Rehabilitated manatees from oceanaria were also 
tagged and released during the study period.These an­
imals included manatees that had been injured in the 
wild, orphaned, or born in captivity. 
Tagging 
Once animals were out of the water and secured by ﬁeld 
staff, samples and measurements were taken and the 
telemetry equipment was attached.Typically, manatees 
were out of the water from 30 to 60 minutes. Each 
manatee was measured for total length and girth at the 
umbilicus, anus, and peduncle. A portable ultrasound 
unit was used to measure blubber thickness (Ward-
Geiger, 1997). Blubber thickness values and length and 
girth measurements were used to develop a technique 
to assess the body condition of individual manatees. 
Blood samples were collected from the ﬂipper for 
serum-chemistry analyses. 
Scars on individual manatees were photographed 
and sketches of the scar patterns were drawn so that 
the manatees could be identiﬁed. When manatees, 
usually calves, did not have any scars, we took a small 
notch out of the tail margin for identiﬁcation pur­
poses.The photographs, sketches, and sighting data for 
each animal were entered into the computerized Man­
atee Individual Photoidentiﬁcation System (MIPS) 
(Beck and Reid, 1995). 
Beginning in June 1993, passive integrated 
transponder (PIT) tags were implanted into each free-
ranging manatee captured and each rehabilitated man­
atee released. PIT tags are small, unpowered microchips 
that are placed under the skin of a manatee; because 
these tags usually remain in place for a long time, they 
are very useful tools of identiﬁcation (Wright et al., 
1998).Two tags were implanted in each animal handled, 
one on each side of the upper shoulder. Using a tag 
reader, the PIT tags were checked whenever manatees 
were recaptured to verify that the microchips were 
still functional. All dead manatees were scanned for PIT 
tags before they were necropsied. 
Manatees longer than 230 cm were tagged with ra-
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Figure 1. Manatee tagging assembly. 
diotelemetry equipment consisting of a belt and a 
tethered ﬂoating transmitter (Figure 1). The Sirenia 
Project (Rathbun et al., 1987a, b, 1990) documented de­
tailed descriptions of the construction of the tag as­
sembly and procedures for placing the equipment on 
manatees. A rubber belt, constructed in a variety of 
sizes and secured by a stainless steel bear-claw buckle, 
was placed around the narrow part of the manatee’s 
ﬂuke. Each buckle was engraved with an identiﬁcation 
number. Corrodible nuts and bolts used in the belt’s 
construction allowed the belt to drop off in two to 
three years. However, this time period varied based on 
water salinity, animal behavior, and belt materials. A 
155-cm- to 195-cm-long nylon tether (10-mm-diame­
ter rod), with threaded chain connectors at each end, 
attached the transmitter to the belt. From 1991 to 1993, 
the tether had a machined groove in the end closest to 
the belt buckle to provide a weak link for tether de­
tachment. The depth of the groove determined the 
breaking strength of the weak link. In 1993, the tether 
system was changed so that the diameter of cross-
drilled holes determined the strength of the weak link. 
A numbering system was developed that identiﬁed 
the percentage of cross-sectional area remaining at 
the weak link after the holes were drilled. For exam­
ple, a tether strength of 38 denoted that 38% of the 
cross-sectional area remained. Small animals received 
tethers with a minimal breaking strength, and large an­
imals had tethers with a stronger breaking threshold. 
Ultimately, we developed a table of animal lengths 
and corresponding tether strengths to allow those in 
the ﬁeld to determine the appropriate tether strength 
for each manatee (Table 1). 
Ultrasonic transmitters, 9 cm long and 1.7 cm in di­
ameter, emitting signals centered around 75kHz were 
incorporated into the belts and transmitter housings. 
A research crew equipped with an ultrasonic receiver 
and hydrophone could determine the approximate di-
Table 1. Lengths of manatees and the corresponding
 
tether strengths used to attach the PTT 

to the peduncle belt.
 
Length of manatee 
(cm) 
Tether strength 
(% of cross section 
remaining) 
230 or less 38 
231–240 44 
241–265 47 
266–285 50 
286–310 53 
Greater than 310 56 
rection of a tagged manatee, even if the tag was sub­
merged.The ultrasonic transmitter could be detected 
at distances up to 300 m. So that we could identify and 
locate belted animals that had lost their satellite trans­
mitters, we placed ultrasonic transmitters broadcast­
ing coded signals in the peduncle belts.Tracking staff 
used the codes to distinguish speciﬁc animals and ini­
tiate efforts to retag them. Sonic transmitters were 
also secured within the ﬂoating PTT housing to help 
staff locate tagged animals when the housing was un­
derwater. These tags emitted an uncoded signal so 
that they could be distinguished from the coded tags 
located in the belts. 
Two types of ﬂoating transmitters were used dur­
ing the study: a VHF radio transmitter and a PTT-VHF 
combination that transmitted to satellites. The VHF 
transmitter, contained in a 33-cm-long by 6-cm-diam­
eter housing, weighed 860 g. The PTT was contained 
in a 39-cm-long by 9-cm-diameter housing along with 
an ultrasonic transmitter and a VHF transmitter.Total 
weight was 2.4 kg. A single whip antenna was mounted 
on the top of the housing.The approximate battery life 
for VHF transmitters was two years; for PTTs, it was 
nine months. 
VHF transmitters operated in the 164–165 MHz 
range. PTTs emitted binary-encoded data via an ul­
trahigh frequency (UHF; 401.650 MHz) carrier signal 
that was received by Argos equipment on the TIROS 
satellites in NOAA’s Polar Orbiting Environmental 
Satellite Program. PTTs were pre-programmed with a 
duty cycle that initiated signal transmission during 
four two-hour periods each day during the time blocks 
when the satellites were passing over Florida. Trans­
missions from the PTTs on tagged manatees were re­
ceived up to eight times per day; reception by the 
satellites was highly dependent on the satellite’s ori­
entation above the horizon and on the tag’s being at 
the surface during satellite passes. The Argos equip-
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Table 2. Behavior classiﬁcations used when recording visual observations of manatees. 
Classiﬁcation Behavior 
Cavorting (C) Rolling with other manatees, body breaking the water surface 
Drinking (D) Gumming the surface of the water; mouth under a freshwater ﬂow 
Feeding (F) Grass seen in the mouth; bottom being stirred up; chewing sounds heard by snorkeler; 
manatee over seagrass beds with breathing intervals less than 4 min 
Human interaction (H) Rubbing on anchor line; staying at the surface near the boat for long period; interact­
ing with a diver other than research staff 
Mating (M) An activity similar to cavorting but with one animal at the center of the activity 
Milling (L) Slow, non-directional, back-and-forth movement 
Nursing (N) Calf seen on the mother’s mammary gland 
Resting (R) Motionless; intervals between breaths more than 8 min 
Bottom resting (RB) Resting on the bottom 
Surface resting (RS) Resting on the surface 
Socializing (S) Mild contact with other animals (i.e., touching noses) 
Traveling (T) Directional movement 
Undetermined (U) Behavior unknown 
Tracking 
Data received from the GPC included PTT iden­
tiﬁcation number; location in latitude and longitude; 
a location code; date and time; and sensor data detailing 
activity, temperature within the PTT housing, and bat­
tery status.The activity sensor recorded the number of 
times the tag tipped from a vertical orientation 90° or 
more horizontally.These data were collected and stored 
in two counters within the PTT, a 12-hour counter and 
a 1-hour counter, based on the time the tag was orig­
inally turned on. For example, a tag originally turned 
on by the researcher at 6:00 p.m. would store the 12­
hour cumulative count of tips from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. 
and then would transmit that data during an active duty 
cycle between 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., while a new 12-hour 
count was accumulating. The one-hour tip counter 
stored and reported the number of tips that occurred 
in the last full hour preceding a transmission. So, in a 
transmission at 6:15 a.m., the activity data would be re­
ported in two ways: a 1-hour activity counter for tips 
from 5:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. and a 12-hour activity counter 
for tips from 6:00 p.m. the previous day to 6:00 a.m.The 
battery sensor reported a zero when adequate power 
was available and a “3”when the batteries were weak­
ening rapidly. 
ment relayed the data to ground receiving stations, 
where the data were processed and then distributed 
to North American users via a Global Processing Cen­
ter (GPC) in Landover, Maryland. Users could access 
the information from the GPC by using a personal 
computer via a computer modem and phone line. 
After 1996, data were also delivered daily via Internet 
to our ofﬁces, and complete monthly backups on com­
puter disk were received throughout the study. 
Researchers tracked tagged manatees in the ﬁeld one 
or two times per week from land-based vehicles or 
from a boat. A plane was sometimes used to locate 
manatees when the PTT had stopped functioning but 
the VHF transmitter remained operational. Data col­
lected during this ﬁeld monitoring included date, start 
and end time of the observation period, number of 
other manatees with the tagged manatee, tracking 
mode (boat, truck, plane), observation accuracy (vi­
sual, speciﬁc area or general area), location, weather 
conditions (clear, partly sunny, partly cloudy, overcast, 
raining; sea state; and wind speed), Global Positioning 
System (GPS) location, water salinity and tempera­
ture, water depth, type of seagrass present, and be­
havior of the tagged animal. Observation accuracy 
classes were designated using letters when animals 
were tracked in the ﬁeld: “V”for visual observation of 
the tag; “S”for a speciﬁc area when the transmitter was 
not observed; “G”for a general location within about 
1000 m of the tracker when the tag was not observed. 
The “Other”location class was used for events such as 
tag recovery, tag exchange, or capture. A standardized 
set of codes was used to characterize behavior (Table 
2). When possible, photographs were taken of mana­
tees associating with the tagged manatee. 
Retagging 
For a variety of reasons, we sometimes needed to retag 
manatees. For instance, when a transmitter’s batteries 
were nearly exhausted, we replaced it with one con-
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taining new batteries.To exchange the tags, a snorkeler 
would quietly approach the manatee and change the 
transmitter on the distal end of the tether. This was a 
four-step process: a VHF tag on a short tether was 
clipped to the long tether of the PTT, the PTT was re­
moved from the long tether, the new PTT was replaced 
at the end of the long tether, and the VHF tag and 
short tether were removed. We deﬁned each period in 
which a speciﬁc transmitter was present on a manatee 
as a “tagging episode.” 
Also, boats or alligators sometimes damaged 
transmitters, causing the tag to become detached or 
to be lost. In some cases, the transmitters would cease 
functioning. Recovered tags were returned to Telonics 
for repair if the damage was not extensive. Tethers 
would often break at the designed weak-link after boat 
strikes, alligator bites, and entanglement with ﬁxed 
objects and marine debris. During warm months, 
rapid barnacle growth on the tags interfered with tag 
ﬂotation, resulting in fewer satellite-derived loca­
tions or tag loss. 
Manatees that lost the tether and tag and retained 
only the peduncle belt were often retagged at a win­
ter aggregation site.To do this, a snorkeler would clip 
a temporary tether and then attempt to attach a per­
manent tether and tag to the belt buckle.Tagged man­
atees that needed to receive a new peduncle belt or to 
have the tether and tag attached more securely were 
caught using the open-water capture technique. Dur­
ing recaptures, the belt was often exchanged for a new 
one, and measurements, blood samples, and ultra­
sound readings were taken. 
Data Collection and Storage 
Locations where research staff observed tagged man­
atees were noted on ﬁeld data sheets, each of which 
was assigned a unique reference number. Descriptive 
information about these locations was entered into a 
database.The geographic location of each sighting, as 
noted on the ﬁeld data sheet, was entered (by the 
same reference number assigned to the ﬁeld data) 
into a GIS point coverage by using on-screen (“heads­
up”) digitizing. Points with speciﬁc and general ac­
curacy classiﬁcations were centered in the area from 
whichVHF signals were received.The database ﬁle and 
GIS point coverage were joined by the same reference 
number in order to relate the two ﬁles and to produce 
a GIS coverage with attributes—the descriptive in­
formation about the sighting.To conﬁrm that the data 
were joined properly, the attributes for every 25th GIS 
point were compared to those recorded on the ﬁeld 
data sheet.Twice each year, a researcher who had not 
entered the data veriﬁed each new database entry 
and GIS entry. GIS maps showing locations where 
manatees were observed during ﬁeld operations were 
created, and a researcher who had not maintained 
the GIS data set compared these maps to the ﬁeld 
data sheets. All corrections were made to the attrib­
uted GIS point coverages and joined to the cumula­
tive visual data set. 
Satellite-derived locations from PTTs were re­
ceived from Argos as ASCII text ﬁles on a computer 
disk. Before the satellite data could be joined with 
other data sets, format changes were required. To ac­
complish the conversion, a SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., 
1985) program was written to read the text into a data­
base with ﬁelds for the following variables: PTT num­
ber, reference number, location index, date, time, 
latitude, longitude, temperature, one-hour tip counter, 
twelve-hour tip counter, and standard or daylight sav­
ings time. The satellite data were then converted into 
a database format. A separate database ﬁle containing 
tag deployment and recovery dates was maintained to 
store data about episodes: when each tag was in use 
and on which animal. Using a customized database pro­
gram, each satellite-tag location record was matched 
against the episode database. When a match occurred, 
the tag was attached to a manatee and the episode 
data was attached to the satellite data record; otherwise, 
the location was deleted. A GIS point coverage was then 
generated by using the reference number, latitude, 
and longitude for each satellite location, and the data­
base of satellite-tag attributes was joined with the GIS 
coverage. Researchers reviewed the satellite GIS cov­
erage to delete any duplicate entries, to select the best 
location class (see below) for a manatee’s location if it 
was recorded twice within 90 minutes, and to eliminate 
obvious outlying locations (e.g., offshore in the Gulf of 
Mexico or the Atlantic Ocean). Satellite reference num­
bers were modiﬁed to start each new month of data 
with the next sequential reference number. 
We transferred newly processed PTT location cov­
erages from a personal computer to a Unix-based GIS 
network and converted location coordinates in all cov­
erages to double precision to ensure maximum accu­
racy during projection between mapping coordinate 
systems. Argos calculates locations of PTTs as geo­
graphic coordinates, with latitude and longitude ex­
pressed in the World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS84) 
datum. However, our shoreline base maps for Florida 
were digitized from source maps that used the Uni­
versal Transverse Mercator projection and the North 
American Datum of 1927 (UTM-NAD27). For the two 
data sets to correctly overlay, we chose to transform the 
calculated WGS84 coordinates into UTM-NAD27 co­
ordinates via UTM-NAD83, a necessary intermediate 
projection. All monthly satellite coverages were joined 
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into a cumulative PTT coverage. When all PTT and 
ﬁeld tracking data sets had been processed and veri­
ﬁed, we created a uniﬁed GIS coverage containing all 
locations obtained during the project. 
Data Accuracy 
Each manatee location determined by satellite teleme­
try had a reported location class that speciﬁed the ac­
curacy of the data point. Location class (LC) accuracies 
as reported by Argos (1994) included 150 m for LC3, 350 
m for LC2, and 1,000 m for LC1.The listed distance for 
each class represented the standard deviation (68th per­
centile) for data points. Thus, about one-third of all 
points in each location class were probably farther 
away from the actual location than the distance listed. 
Using LC3 as an example, 68% of all points were within 
150 m of the listed location, 95% (two standard devia­
tions) were within 300 m, 99% (three standard devia­
tions) were within 450 m, and 1% were more than 450 
m away from the location. Less accurate location classes 
(0, A, B, and Z) were not used in this study. 
Satellite telemetry locations were determined by 
Argos and recorded in geographic coordinates (latitude 
and longitude) in degrees to three decimal places. 
When mapped, the resulting data points occurred in 
a regular pattern that resembled a grid having nodes 
spaced about 100 m apart. We viewed the locations in 
the GIS over a background composed of the Florida 
shoreline created from NOAA nautical charts (1:40,000 
scale) and from updates of coastal areas and small 
tributaries digitized from USGS quad sheets (1:24,000 
scale). Some of the individual PTT locations fell onto 
the Florida land mass. This was especially evident 
when manatees used canals or narrow, winding 
streams. Other points were located far onto the land, 
a highly improbable event for any live manatee. 
Point Processing 
Because of accuracy limitations, point data imported 
into the GIS needed processing before manatee move­
ments could be analyzed. A computer program (land­
point.aml) was designed and implemented in 
ARC/INFO macro language (AML) to move or delete 
points that fell on the land. For this and subsequent 
analyses, location data for each tagged manatee were 
extracted from the combined PTT-visual GIS coverage 
and placed into a separate ﬁle. The program tested 
the location of each satellite or VHF location in the 
GIS to determine whether it was in the water or on land. 
If a point was located on land and was within 1,000 m 
(one standard deviation for an LC1 point) of the Gulf 
of Mexico or its tributaries, that point was moved to the 
nearest body of water. If a point on land was more 
than 1,000 m from water, that point was deleted. Re­
searchers familiar with the behavior of the manatees 
veriﬁed all points moved by the landpoint program. 
Points moved by landpoint to illogical locations were 
moved to more likely places, based on the researchers’ 
personal knowledge. For example, if a manatee’s lo­
cation was determined by Argos to be on a wide penin­
sula and the landpoint program moved that point to 
a bay or river in which no other occurrences had been 
recorded for this individual, then we considered mov­
ing that point to a nearby water body. If the most likely 
location was more than 1,000 m from the original lo­
cation, then the point was deleted. In addition, points 
situated in or near power plant intake canals were 
moved to the outﬂow canals when the PTT data showed 
that the temperature was high enough to indicate use 
of the discharge and the distance to the discharge was 
less than 1,000 m. 
Distribution of Manatee Abundance 
Because numerous data points had the same coordi­
nates, visually examining the data points did not pro­
vide an accurate assessment of the number of manatees 
using an area. GIS spatial analysis of the point data was 
required before maps showing manatee density within 
the study area could be created. 
The modeling component of ARC/INFO GIS is 
called “Grid”, and many of the same analysis routines 
are found in the Spatial Analyst extension for ArcView. 
Grid is a raster (also called cell-based) processing pro­
gram. Instead of the continuous surface found in a 
vector-processing environment, the grid surface is di­
vided into discrete, equal-sized squares called cells 
or pixels.The software user can adjust the cell size. For 
our analyses, we used cells measuring 25 m on each 
side. Each cell in a data layer represented only one 
value, such as surface type (land or water) or manatee 
density. Both Grid and the Spatial Analyst extension 
contain a spatial analysis function named “pointden­
sity.”For each cell in an analysis grid, the pointdensity 
function calculated the number of manatee location 
points present in a speciﬁed area around the cell, di­
vided the number of points by the area of the cells eval­
uated, and placed the calculated value (in units of 
manatee locations per km2) in the original cell.This cal­
culation was repeated for every cell in the analysis 
area, resulting in a new data layer representing tagged 
manatee density. 
We used point locations from the landpoint pro­
gram described above as a starting point for four den­
sity analyses, one for each season: winter (December to 
February), spring (March to May), summer (June to 
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August), and fall (September to November). Before 
running the analyses, the data were restricted to include 
only manatees that were originally tagged in Tampa Bay 
and remained tagged for 90 or more days. Except for one 
rehabilitated female (MD) that was tagged for 491 days 
over a 27-month period, this group of 33 manatees, 17 
females and 16 males, were tagged during ﬁeld captures. 
Data points for these animals were resampled to include 
only points that were accurate to within 350 m, elimi­
nating LC1 and “general area”ﬁeld observation points. 
The analysis was conducted using square cells having 
an area of 625 m2.The “simple”calculation option was 
selected, which calculated density at each cell location 
from an analysis circle having a radius speciﬁed at 350 
m to match the location accuracy of points with LC2.The 
resulting data grids were classiﬁed into ﬁve categories 
by using units of manatee locations per square kilo­
meter: cells with zero values and four quantiles (1st–25th 
percentile of densities, 26th–50th percentile, 51st–75th 
percentile, and 76th–100th percentile). 
Movement Analysis 
Manatee movements were of primary interest in the 
study because they could allow us to determine travel 
corridors and speciﬁc areas frequented by manatees 
as they moved between areas of high use. The Grid 
module of Arc/Info provided software tools that al­
lowed us to model the movement of individual man­
atees between sequential locations by using a 
“cost-path”analysis.The model’s objective in drawing 
a path was to identify the most likely route between the 
two points where telemetry locations were obtained. 
We chose bathymetry as the physical variable most 
likely to inﬂuence manatee movements from one place 
to another because ﬁeld observations indicated that 
manatees were found in waters less than six feet deep 
most of the time.This was probably because their pri­
mary food, seagrass, is rarely found in water deeper 
than six feet on the west-central and southwest coasts 
of Florida.To run the cost-path analysis, we evaluated 
LC3 telemetry locations in relationship to the water 
depth where they occurred to create a “cost surface.” 
In this raster representation of the study area, each cell 
was assigned a “cost”, which referred to a manatee’s 
preference for crossing that cell. Cells assigned high 
values were expensive to cross and consequently were 
the least likely to be used by the model to create a 
path, whereas the lower-valued cells, those less ex­
pensive to cross, were most likely to be used.The cost-
path analysis calculated the route with the lowest 
cumulative cost. 
The manatee travel model involved a number of 
data-preparation and -analysis steps.To perform cell-
based analyses, a raster map of the Florida shoreline 
was created that did not contain any relicts of the vec­
tor-to-raster conversion, such as narrow peninsulas 
being separated from land or stream continuity being 
disrupted at narrows. A second raster surface was cre­
ated to represent submerged areas most likely to be 
used by manatees.This map, called a cost-surface, was 
derived from an analysis that associated the most ac­
curate class of satellite locations, LC3, with the depth 
of the water at the same location. Each cell was assigned 
a value, also called a cost, based on the bathymetric 
preferences (obtained from the analysis) of manatees. 
Once the raster maps were completed, all telemetry 
points were checked to ensure that they did not fall on 
land, in a land-locked water body, or outside a warm-
water discharge site if the PTT datum temperature 
ﬁeld was greater than 20°C during winter months. Fol­
lowing veriﬁcation, we used Grid to delineate mana­
tee travel paths on the cost surface by connecting 
sequential telemetry locations with a “least-cost”path. 
The raster paths were converted to vector-format lines, 
joined with their attribute data to provide start and end 
times, and stored for mapping and analysis. More de­
tailed descriptions of each process follow. 
Florida Shoreline and 
Bathymetry Grid Preparation 
When we used the “polygrid” command of Grid to 
convert the Florida shoreline polygon coverage to a 
raster map with 25-m cells, some of the narrow penin­
sulas became separated from land and some streams 
were closed off at their narrowest points. Editing the 
raster coverage was necessary because disconnected 
peninsulas would allow the model-derived travel paths 
to cross areas that in reality are land. Closed streams 
would isolate upstream manatee locations from estu­
aries and the Gulf of Mexico, preventing travel paths 
from being estimated.To correct these shoreline con­
version errors, we used AML to develop a browsing and 
raster-editing tool. The browsing tool allowed us to 
scan a display of the rasterized shoreline that was 
overlaid by its vector representation.The application’s 
raster-editing component converted the necessary pix­
els to their appropriate cell values, which opened up 
the streams and reconnected the peninsulas that had 
been incorrectly detached. 
Eight bathymetry coverages from the Marine Re­
sources GIS map library were used to create a single 
coverage for the manatee travel path model: Panama 
City, Apalachicola Bay, Big Bend,Tampa Bay, Charlotte 
Harbor, the Everglades, Biscayne Bay, and the Florida 
Keys.These were polygon coverages in Albers projec­
tion, double-precision NAD83 spheroid and were up-
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dated as of July 1997. Each coverage was reprojected to 
UTM-NAD27 and converted to a raster map with 25­
m cells aligned with the Florida shoreline raster map. 
Next, attributes of the bathymetry were matched 
to the shoreline coverage. The depth of water on the 
shoreline map needed to correspond to a depth value 
on the bathymetry map, and land on the shoreline 
map was assigned a value of “NO DATA.”The obvious 
discrepancies were addressed ﬁrst. Bathymetry cov­
erages did not contain water depths for the upper 
reaches of rivers and streams, areas where manatees 
were often found. We mapped these areas to bathym­
etry contour 3′, which included depths of 3–6 feet at 
mean low water (MLW). We also corrected the depths 
in areas where peninsulas and streams were incorrectly 
depicted during the earlier vector-to-raster conver­
sion of the shoreline coverage. 
When the bathymetric veriﬁcation was complete, 
the eight bathymetry coverages were merged into a sin­
gle bathymetry coverage. The bathymetry and shore­
line coverages were checked to ensure that water cells 
in the shoreline coverages had a corresponding ba­
thymetry class and that land cells corresponded with 
NO DATA cells. Corrections to the bathymetry map 
were made as needed. 
Bathymetry-Based Cost Surface 
To create a cost surface for use in the movement model, 
we needed to determine the association between LC3 
telemetry locations and the corresponding water depth. 
Using the GIS, we overlaid the LC3 locations on the ras­
terized bathymetry map and derived the observed val­
ues by calculating the percentage of cells in each 
bathymetry class having telemetry locations. If mana­
tees were randomly distributed, the percentage of 
telemetry points falling in waters 3–6 feet deep (the ob­
served value) would be the same as the percentage of 
bathymetry cells in the 3–6 foot depth contour (the ex­
pected value). The expected water-depth distribution 
was based on the percentage of cells within each ba­
thymetry class in Tampa Bay. For each bathymetry class, 
we calculated the deviation from a random distribution 
by dividing the larger value, either the observed or ex­
pected percentage, by the smaller value. When an ob­
served percentage exceeded the expected percentage, 
preference for that bathymetry class was suggested 
and we assigned the resulting quotient a positive sign. 
An expected percentage larger than the observed per­
centage suggested an avoidance or no interest in that 
bathymetry class, and we assigned the quotient a neg­
ative sign.We sorted all the bathymetry class quotients 
from largest value to smallest and then scaled the val­
ues to reﬂect their difference from the largest positive 
number using the following formula: 
(((LQ – BQi)/LQ) + 1) * 10, 
where LQ = largest quotient calculated and BQi = quo­
tient for bathymetry class i.The resulting values were 
rounded to the nearest whole number and used to as­
sign a “cost”value for each bathymetry class on a cost 
surface. 
We evaluated the cost surface by running the travel 
path model and comparing the depth distribution of 
cells making up paths to the depth distribution of ob­
served values. We then modiﬁed cost values based on 
the distribution of cells crossed by paths created by the 
model, increasing costs for bathymetry classes that 
were over-represented in the model paths and de­
creasing costs for classes that were underrepresented. 
After a series of iterations, the bathymetry distribution 
from running the travel path model satisfactorily re­
sembled that of the observed distribution. 
Cost-Path Model 
The cost-path analysis in Grid normally calculated 
paths between two points. To speed computer pro­
cessing, each cycle of our cost-path model calculated 
two travel paths using three sequential points. First, the 
model read three points from an individual manatee’s 
location ﬁle and deﬁned an analysis window that was 
large enough to contain the three points and paths 
that could connect them without crossing land cells. A 
raster surface was created using the “costdistance” 
command that mapped the cost to the middle point 
from all other cells in the analysis window, weighted 
by the cost surface.The travel paths between points #1 
and #2 and points #2 and #3 were then delineated 
using the “ﬂowpath”command. In addition to storing 
the attributes for the starting point and ending point 
on each path, the model calculated the number of min­
utes spent traveling between the two points, the num­
ber of cells spanned, and the movement rate.The two 
raster paths were then converted to vector lines, ap­
pended to a line coverage, and joined with their at­
tributes. This cycle continued until all telemetry 
locations for an animal had been processed. 
Not all calculated travel paths were included in this 
study. Paths were deleted if they inadvertently con­
tained a point with LC0, a tag recovery at the begin­
ning of a path, or a new tagging event at the end of a 
path. Paths that spanned more than 72 hours or ex­
ceeded travel rates of 3 km/hour were also not used. 
Results 
We tagged 59 manatees between February 1991 and Au-
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Table 3. Data on manatees captured and tagged during the FMRI telemetry project, 
listed alphabetically by animals’ names. 
Initial 
capture 
date 
Tagging 
number 
Name Sex Initial 
length 
(cm) 
Initial 
capture 
technique 
02-02-93 TTB-024 Abby female 285 land-based 
02-01-94 TTB-035 Adelaide female 313 land-based 
01-10-96 TTB-055 Adella female 280 land-based 
07-19-94 TTB-040 Andrea female 238 rehabilitated 
02-26-91 TTB-001 Apollo male 300 land-based 
02-02-93 TTB-026 Bart male 265 land-based 
09-07-93 TTB-031 J. Coral female 249 rehabilitated 
02-01-94 TTB-034 Debbie female 242 land-based 
10-07-92 TTB-018 Demarrara female 240 rehabilitated 
10-13-92 TTB-019 Easter female 290 rehabilitated 
08-20-92 TTB-016 Elvis male 305 modiﬁed land-based 
07-30-96 TTB-059 Englewood female 310 rehabilitated 
01-03-95 TTB-043 Flounder male 305 land-based 
01-04-95 TTB-045 Frazier male 285 land-based 
09-06-95 TTB-053 Grahm female 251 rehabilitated 
02-01-93 TTB-021 Holly female 220 land-based 
12-16-91 TTB-011 Horizon female 300 land-based 
08-08-95 TTB-049 Jemp male 335 rehabilitated 
02-02-93 TTB-023 Jonah male 282 land-based 
02-27-91 TTB-003 Lawton male 325 land-based 
01-04-95 TTB-044 Lluvia female 280 land-based 
07-08-92 TTB-014 Lucky male 295 open water 
02-27-91 TTB-004 Lunar male 305 land-based 
02-02-93 TTB-025 Marge female 302 land-based 
12-17-91 TTB-012 Mariner female 310 land-based 
09-06-95 TTB-051 Marjorie female 292 rehabilitated 
01-31-94 TTB-032 Maya female 286 land-based 
06-17-93 TTB-029 MD female 257 rehabilitated 
02-01-93 TTB-020 Mollie female 275 land-based 
07-30-91 TTB-005 Mucky female 272 rehabilitated 
07-19-94 TTB-039 Naples female 286 rehabilitated 
02-02-94 TTB-037 ’Nole male 298 land-based 
02-02-93 TTB-027 Norman male 305 land-based 
01-31-94 TTB-033 Oscar male 283 land-based 
08-20-92 TTB-015 Palmer male 240 modiﬁed land-based 
01-04-95 TTB-046 Pearl female 315 land-based 
08-08-95 TTB-050 Peixe-boi male 320 open water 
12-16-91 TTB-007 Pilot male 275 land-based 
01-23-96 TTB-057 Pongo male 279 land-based 
12-16-91 TTB-009 Raster male 310 land-based 
02-01-93 TTB-022 Ren female 292 land-based 
01-03-95 TTB-041 Rita female 345 land-based 
09-19-95 TTB-054 RPM male 234 rehabilitated 
01-03-95 TTB-042 Scarlett female 340 land-based 
01-12-96 TTB-056 Sierra female 330 land-based 
08-20-92 TTB-017 Simone female 290 modiﬁed land-based 
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Table 3. 
(continued) 
Initial 
capture 
date 
Tagging 
number 
Name Sex Initial 
length 
(cm) 
Initial 
capture 
technique 
07-20-93 TTB-030 Sinker female 345 open water 
12-16-91 TTB-008 Sparc female 325 land-based 
01-05-95 TTB-047 Sundance female 280 land-based 
04-23-96 TTB-058 Sweet Pea female 310 rehabilitated 
02-02-94 TTB-036 Sydney male 289 land-based 
02-27-91 TTB-002 Teco male 265 land-based 
07-19-94 TTB-038 Timehri female 285 rehabilitated 
03-29-95 TTB-048 Turbo female 294 open water 
09-06-95 TTB-052 Valentine male 247 rehabilitated 
12-16-91 TTB-010 Vector male 315 land-based 
02-02-93 TTB-028 Vincent male 292 land-based 
12-16-91 TTB-006 Zenith female 265 land-based 
12-17-91 TTB-013 Zephyr female 330 land-based 
gust 1996; 44 were free-ranging animals, and 15 were 
tagged upon release from rehabilitation facilities (Table 
3). We both tracked in the ﬁeld and monitored by satel­
lite 58 of these animals, 34 females and 24 males. One 
female calf, ﬁtted with a VHF transmitter, was tracked 
in the ﬁeld and observed. Forty-four of the manatees 
were tagged after their capture in Tampa Bay. Nine 
manatees were tagged and released in southwest 
Florida, either in Charlotte or Lee county. Other tag­
ging locations included the Everglades (four manatees), 
Sarasota County (one manatee), and Citrus County 
(one manatee). 
We caught and tagged 37 free-ranging manatees 
at the TECO power plant. An additional 26 were cap­
tured, processed, and released without transmitters be­
cause these manatees were either too small, had 
mutilated tails, or did not meet the parameters of the 
study at the time of capture (Table 4). Staff used the 
modiﬁed land-based capture technique to capture and 
tag three free-ranging manatees during non-winter 
months. Two others were caught, processed, and re­
leased without transmitters (Table 4). We also cap­
tured and tagged four free-ranging manatees using the 
open-water capture technique. No harmful effects 
from any of the capture and handling techniques were 
ever noted in subsequent tracking. More than half of 
the manatees tagged (n = 37) were photodocumented 
prior to the tagging, after the tagging equipment de­
tached on its own, or both, providing additional life-
history information about those animals. 
Tagging episodes, the period during which a 
unique transmitter was on a manatee, ranged from 
22.5 hours to 275 days. Individual manatees were mon­
itored for periods that ranged from one week to six 
years, with breaks in the tagging episodes. PTTs were 
exchanged or replaced 101 times. On one large male, 
Vector (TTB010), there were 14 satellite-tag deploy­
ments over 6 years.Various circumstances led to the ter­
mination of tagging episodes (Table 5). Similar 
situations occurred and led to breaks in tagging 
episodes during studies conducted by the USGS Sire­
nia Project from 1986 to 1991 on Florida’s east coast 
(Reid et al., 1995). 
Manatee locations determined by ﬁeld tracking 
or calculated by the Argos system (with location indices 
of 1 to 3) composed the database that we used for ver­
ifying locations or testing whether or not they fell on 
land. The 33,000 locations derived by Argos and 3,900 
found during ﬁeld tracking were used in the data 
analyses (Table 6). Low-accuracy Argos location classes 
of 0, A, and B were not included in analyses.The land-
point examination routine, explained in the Methods 
section, further reduced the point database by delet­
ing 1,032 locations, leaving only those points found in 
the water or within 1,000 m of a water body used by 
manatees (Table 7). 
Telemetry-determined locations of manatees orig­
inally tagged in Tampa Bay were selected from the 
landpoint data.The resulting data set included 19,292 
points for 33 manatees, 17 females and 16 males. The 
data points were segregated by season to create four 
grid maps depicting location density (Table 8). The 
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Table 4. Data on manatees captured but not tagged during the FMRI telemetry project, listed according to capture date. 
Capture 
date 
Capture 
number 
Name Sex Length Comments 
12-16-91 CTB-9101 
12-16-91 CTB-9102 male 305 
12-16-91 CTB-9103 Plug female 210 TTB-008’s calf 
12-16-91 CTB-9104 female 230 TTB-011’s calf 
12-16-91 CTB-9105 male 260 
12-16-91 CTB-9106 male 235 
12-17-91 CTB-9107 male 235 
12-17-91 CTB-9108 female 215 
12-17-91 CTB-9109 female 190 
08-20-92 CTB-9201 Arnie male 225 
02-01-93 CTB-9301 Stimpy male 180 TTB-022’s calf 
02-02-93 CTB-9302 male 185 
02-02-93 CTB-9303 Maggie female 230 TTB-025’s calf 
02-02-93 CTB-9304 Lisa female 232 
01-31-94 CTB-9401 Premie female 245 
01-03-95 CTB-9501 Rhett male 230 TTB-042’s calf 
01-03-95 CTB-9502 female 230 
01-05-95 CTB-9503 Butch male 176 TTB-047’s calf 
01-05-95 CTB-9504 female 230 
02-02-95 CTB-9505 Fire female 233 
03-22-95 CTB-9506 Nipper male TTB-022’s calf 
05-24-95 CTB-9507 male 
01-10-96 CTB-9601 female 260 
01-10-96 CTB-9602 Sebastian male 159 TTB-055’s calf 
01-11-96 CTB-9603 female 296 
01-12-96 CTB-9604 Nevada male 140 TTB-056’s calf 
01-22-96 CTB-9605 Rocca female 140 
01-22-96 CTB-9606 Tomahawk female 295 
highest number of locations was recorded in spring, 
probably because most of the wild manatees were 
tagged in the winter quarter and their tags were likely 
to still be attached in the spring quarter. The lowest 
number of locations was recorded in the fall because 
of the absence of captures during that quarter, along 
with the attrition of functioning or attached tags from 
manatees captured during the other seasons. Ranges 
for third-quartile density values, designated as “mod­
erate” in Table 8, showed little variation in the densi­
ties of manatee locations during the non-winter 
seasons.The values for the densities of manatee loca­
tions during winter were driven upward by the pre­
ponderance of locations at either the winter aggregation 
sites or nearby foraging sites within the bay. 
The grids showing seasonal location densities were 
used to create corresponding point-density maps for 
winter (Figure 2), spring (Figure 3), summer (Figure 4), 
and fall (Figure 5). Each of the four maps depicts the 
density of manatee locations for the third and fourth 
quartiles of the data, which are labeled “moderate” 
and “high”density, respectively. All grid cells showing 
values less than the 50th percentile are depicted as 
water to highlight the areas where manatees were 
most prevalent. The maps show distinct differences 
between seasons. During winter, tagged animals are 
predominately aggregated at or near warm-water lo­
cations and nearby foraging areas. In other seasons, 
manatee locations are spread out around the bay, with 
high-density concentrations located in areas that usu­
ally have a combination of abundant seagrass and 
proximity to sources of fresh water. 
Detailed descriptive information was compiled 
for each manatee tagged with a PTT, including its 
physical characteristics, tagging history, and major 
travel movements (Appendix I). All animals are listed 
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Table 5. Causes of termination of tagging episodes of manatees tagged from February 1991 to February 1997. Frequency of 
occurrence, mean duration of tag attachment in days, and range of attachment duration in days is listed for each cause. 
Termination cause Frequency of 
occurrence 
Mean duration 
in days 
Range of duration 
in days 
TRANSMITTER 
Replaced transmitter 101 106 1–275 
Low batteries 36 157 32–275 
Replaced tag assembly during 
open-water capture 
19 94 2–239 
Electronics malfunction 11 67 15–139 
Barnacle growth 10 153 84–21 
Transmitter lost 8 77 11–148 
Antenna cut off or bent 8 146 82–172 
Boat strike to housing 4 109 22–168 
Alligator bites to housing 3 117 63–183 
Eyebolt detached from housing 1 92 92 
Dead manatee recovered 1 180 180 
TETHER 
Weak-link broken: undetermined 20 70 7–178 
Clipped tether & tag detached 16 24 6–72 
Tether pin pulled out 9 13 7–41 
Chain link connector unscrewed 
or pulled apart 
8 50 7–197 
Tether and tag cut off 5 145 23–232 
Weak-link broken: boat strike 3 64 39–105 
Weak-link broken: vegetation 2 67 19–115 
Weak-link broken: alligator 1 63 63 
BELT 
Broke at webbing attachment 14 82 3–208 
Swivel on buckle broken 1 70 70 
Webbing slipped through buckle 
because alligator grabbed tag 
1 13 13 
alphabetically by the names that research staff gave 
them. On the page facing the descriptive-information 
page for each animal, a map depicts estimated travel 
paths between point locations; sequences of point lo­
cations were determined from the cost-path analysis. 
A graphic representation depicting the time frame 
during which each animal was tagged (Appendix II) fol­
lows the descriptions and maps. 
The descriptive text has a number of distinct data 
ﬁelds: primary identiﬁcation number, sex, other iden­
tiﬁcation numbers, total length at ﬁrst capture, status, 
duration of tagging and number of tagging episodes, 
initial location of tagging, site where the tag was re­
covered, reproductive history if female, overall range, 
winter range, summer range, and a summary of major 
movements in a time perspective. In the movement 
summaries, speciﬁc locations are sometimes men­
tioned that are not annotated on the facing map. All 
place names used are listed in a table that contains the 
alphabetized location name, a brief description, and the 
county (Appendix III). 
At the bottom of each animal’s description page, 
a small table lists the number of data points that 
were available for processing in the cost-path model 
after point veriﬁcation was completed. The letters 
used for location class when animals were tracked in 
the ﬁeld are the same as listed earlier. Data points 
summarized in the table for each manatee are cu­
mulative totals ending in February 1997. Some tex­
tual descriptions of animals extend beyond that date 
so that we could include events such as important 
travel movements, deaths, and visual sightings. 
Data points for each manatee were processed using 
the techniques described in the Methods section, and 
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Figure 2. Winter density of telemetry locations for manatees that were tagged in Tampa Bay and monitored for at least 90 days. Points 
included were those accurate to within 350 meters and ARGOS location accuracy classes 2 or 3.The pointdensity command of ARCVIEW 
was used. Ranges for third-quartile density values were designated as moderate and fourth-quartile density values as high. 
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Figure 3. Spring density of telemetry locations for manatees that were tagged in Tampa Bay and monitored for at least 90 days. Points 
included were those accurate to within 350 meters and ARGOS location accuracy classes 2 or 3.The pointdensity command of ARCVIEW 
was used. Ranges for third-quartile density values were designated as moderate and fourth-quartile density values as high. 
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Figure 4. Summer density of telemetry locations for manatees that were tagged in Tampa Bay and monitored for at least 90 days. Points 
included were those accurate to within 350 meters and ARGOS location accuracy classes 2 or 3.The pointdensity command of ARCVIEW 
was used. Ranges for third-quartile density values were designated as moderate and fourth-quartile density values as high. 
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Figure 5. Fall density of telemetry locations for manatees that were tagged in Tampa Bay and monitored for at least 90 days. Points in­
cluded were those accurate to within 350 meters and ARGOS location accuracy classes 2 or 3. The pointdensity command of ARCVIEW 
was used. Ranges for third-quartile density values were designated as moderate and fourth-quartile density values as high. 
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Table 6. Summary of the number of manatee satellite
 
telemetry points for Location Class 1 or greater that 

were acquired through the Argos system and 

ﬁeld tracking locations and processed into 

GIS data coverages.
 
Location Class Females Males Total 
1 (1,000 m) 5,359 3,768 9,127 
2 (350m) 8,164 5,915 14,079 
3 (150 m) 5,688 4,131 9,819 
G (general) 45 46 91 
S (speciﬁc) 250 217 467 
V (visual) 1,645 1,417 3,062 
O (other) 135 148 283 
Total 21,286 15,642 36,928 
Table 7. Summary of manatee satellite telemetry points
 
and ﬁeld observation points for Location Class 1 or
 
greater after the original points were successfully 

processed by the landpoint routine and 

veriﬁed by staff biologists.
 
Location Class Females Males Total 
1 (1,000 m) 5,127 3,624 8,751 
2 (350 m) 7,987 5,815 13,802 
3 (150 m) 5,614 4,082 9,696 
G (general) 42 46 88 
S (speciﬁc) 217 217 434 
V (visual) 1,437 1,416 2,853 
O (other) 125 147 272 
Total 20,549 15,347 35,896 
estimated movement paths were calculated using the 
cost-path model. Paths for the winter months, De­
cember through February, are shown using royal blue 
lines. Paths for non-winter months, March through 
November, are symbolized using red lines. Filled black 
triangles denote power plants, and ﬁlled black circles 
denote other wintering sites.The travel paths of some 
animals contain gaps. When more than three days 
elapsed between the time a manatee left the starting 
location and reached the ending location of a partic­
ular travel path, that path was deleted because of the 
increasing uncertainty about the validity of paths over 
periods longer than three days. 
One of the primary goals established for the pro­
ject was to determine what proportion of the manatee 
population wintering in Tampa Bay left during warmer 
parts of the year to use areas north and south. We ex­
amined data and maps for the 33 manatees whose 
data were used to calculate the location density maps. 
These animals were classiﬁed as having one of three 
dispersal regimes (Table 9): 10 animals (30%) remained 
entirely within Tampa Bay the entire time they were 
tagged; a second set of eight manatees (24%) were 
found to remain in the three-county area that included 
Tampa Bay and its adjacent waters in Hillsborough, 
Pinellas, and Manatee counties; and a third set of 15 
animals (45%) traveled from Tampa Bay as far north as 
the Panhandle and as far south as the Ten Thousand Is­
lands of the Everglades. 
Discussion 
Tampa Bay provides all of the resources necessary for 
the survival, reproduction, and growth of manatees.The 
warm-water discharges at Apollo Beach, Port Sutton, 
and St. Petersburg offer refuge from cold weather, es-
pecially during the winter months of December, Jan­
uary, and February. Rivers, streams, springs, storm-
water outfalls, and industrial efﬂuents discharge the 
fresh water that manatees need to drink. Backwater 
areas of rivers and shallow bays provide mothers and 
calves with a relatively undisturbed environment for 
nursing and grazing.The bay’s seagrass beds contain 
an abundant source of food for the population. The 
manatees tagged during this study used all of these re­
sources within Tampa Bay, as well as additional areas 
beyond the bay, demonstrating that they knew of these 
locations and how to move between them. 
For most of the manatees tagged during this study, 
the warm-water discharges in Tampa Bay were a focal 
point for their winter activities.The winter location-den­
sity map (Figure 2) showed high levels of manatee 
usage at all three power plant discharges. Telemetry-
derived density at TECO’s Big Bend plant at Apollo 
Beach was highest of all sites, probably because of 
several factors, including the containment of warm 
water in the discharge area by retaining walls, the pro-
tection-zone status that kept boaters from entering 
the discharge canal, and the consistent temperatures 
of the discharge, which were well above ambient lev­
els. Big Bend was also the capture site for all manatees 
tagged during the winter, and these animals showed 
a high level of site ﬁdelity.The discharge at FPC’s Bar-
tow plant in St. Petersburg was used most heavily dur­
ing fall before the onset of extremely cold temperatures, 
in late winter as water temperatures started to warm, 
and between cold fronts.Tagged animals moved away 
from discharges during the warmer periods between 
cold fronts, foraging in seagrass beds close to the 
power plants.The area from Apollo Beach southward 
towards the Ruskin-Bahia Beach area was a favorite for­
aging area for manatees using Big Bend. However, 
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Table 8. Summary of data used to calculate grids showing seasonal densities of locations of manatees who remained
 
tagged in Tampa Bay for at least 90 days and corresponding values in manatee locations per square kilometer
 
used for mapping third (“Moderate”) and fourth quartiles (“High”) of location density.
 
Points evaluated Density range in manatee locations /km2 
Season Total Female Male Moderate High 
Winter 4,660 2,256 2,404 10–18 20–3,261 
Spring 7,071 3,880 3,191 7–12 15–524 
Summer 4,377 2,668 1,709 7–12 15–153 
Fall 3,184 1,648 1,536 7–10 12–163 
Total 19,292 10,452 8,840 
some of the largest females (Pearl, Zephyr, and Scar­
lett) traveled west to use areas in Old Tampa Bay around 
Culbreath Isles, north St. Petersburg, and Safety Har­
bor. Males of all sizes (Pongo, Jonah, Oscar, Frazier, 
Elvis,Vector, Peixe-boi) also moved from Apollo Beach 
to Old Tampa Bay during winter. Other males (Palmer, 
Teco, Sydney, ’Nole, and Flounder) moved south to 
Terra Ceia Bay and the lower Manatee River between 
cold fronts, returning to Big Bend as air temperatures 
cooled.The largest male tagged, Lawton, moved even 
farther away, frequenting waters in south St. Petersburg 
and Boca Ciega Bay. All of these animals returned 
from their chosen foraging grounds to the Big Bend 
power plant in a few hours as cold fronts approached 
from the northwest. 
Use of multiple warm-water sites was not un­
common among the tagged animals. Of the 47 ani­
mals tagged in Tampa Bay, twenty were documented 
using the TECO Big Bend discharge and at least one 
other warm-water discharge. FPC’s Bartow plant was 
the most favored secondary refuge, visited by both 
adult females (Simone, Horizon, Marge, Scarlett, Rita) 
and adult males (Oscar, Frazier,Vincent, Elvis, Norman, 
Vector, Peixe-boi, Lawton). Five tagged manatees also 
showed familiarity with TECO’s Port Sutton plant: fe­
males Sparc and Sierra and males Flounder,Vector, and 
Lawton. Sparc’s movement was noteworthy because 
she left Big Bend with her 210-cm male calf shortly after 
her capture in December 1991 and used Port Sutton ex­
clusively during the one week her transmitter re­
mained attached. She was later located, by the sonic tag 
in her belt, at the FPC Bartow plant in March 1992 and 
farther north in Old Tampa Bay in April. During win­
ter months, the FPC Anclote power plant was visited 
by only one tagged manatee, a large, widely roaming 
female named Zephyr. She used the discharge from 
February through March in 1993.Two other tagged an­
imals also used the Anclote discharge. Vincent was 
found in and around the discharge area for almost a 
month in March and April 1993 during his foray out of 
the three-county Tampa Bay area (Pinellas, Hillsbor­
ough, and Manatee counties). Sweetpea, a rehabili­
tated female released from Homosassa Springs to the 
north, stopped by the Anclote discharge momentarily 
on October 15, 1996, during her southward trip along 
the west coast. 
Two notable, long-range winter movements were 
documented during the study; both involved female 
manatees moving south out of Tampa Bay. Lluvia, a 280­
cm female, was tagged in January 1995 at Big Bend. In 
the two weeks following her capture, she visited TECO’s 
Port Sutton plant and returned to Big Bend before em­
barking on a southward trip of 200 km in nine days, 
ending at the FPL Tice power plant on the Orange 
River in Ft. Myers. Lluvia remained in the vicinity of 
the power plant through February and early March, 
when she started moving back north, traveling through 
Matlacha Pass and upper Charlotte Harbor before 
heading up the Intracoastal Waterway. She also visited 
a nonindustrial wintering site at Forked Creek before 
stopping at Buttonwood Harbor in mid-Sarasota Bay 
in early April.Tracking ceased on April 27 when she lost 
her entire tagging assembly. On the day before Lluvia 
was captured in January 1995, a much larger (345 cm) 
Table 9. Dispersal patterns from Tampa Bay wintering
 
locations of 33 manatees that were originally tagged
 
within Tampa Bay and that remained tagged for 

at least 90 days.
 
Sex 
Tampa 
Bay 
3-County 
Area 
West 
Coast Total 
Female 7 3 7 17 
Male 3 5 8 16 
Total 10 8 15 33 
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We recorded the range expansion of two small 
males, Jonah and Palmer, during their extended tag­
ging periods. Jonah, 282 cm when tagged in February 
1993, established a pattern of using two primary areas: 
northeast Old Tampa Bay from Culbreath Bayou to 
Rocky Point and a separate area in northeast Hills-
borough Bay that included McKay Bay, the Hillsbor­
ough River, and the Alaﬁa River.This pattern continued 
in 1994 until the end of September, when he unex­
pectedly made a quick trip to Palma Sola Bay before 
returning to McKay Bay. When captured in March 
Half of the tagged male manatees that winter in 
Tampa Bay traveled extensively along the west coast 
during the nonwinter months: 8 of 16 males tagged 90 
days or longer moved outside the three counties bor­
dering the bay, and all but one ventured more than 100 
km north and south along the coast.The males in this 
group ranged in size from 265 cm to 320 cm.Vincent, 
a 292-cm male, used two warm-water discharges in 
Tampa Bay before heading up the coast to the FPC 
Anclote plant. He continued north to Chassahowitzka 
Bay and the Homosassa River, eventually stopping in 
the area of Keaton Beach in the Panhandle’s Taylor 
County. Apollo (300 cm) and Vector (315 cm) individ­
ually moved to the mouth of the Suwannee River and 
beyond into Dixie County before returning to Tampa 
Bay. Apollo stopped at the Kings Bay manatee sanctuary 
in Crystal River on his journey north. Also travelling 
north into Pasco County were two smaller males,Teco 
(265 cm) and Jonah (282 cm). In addition to their jour­
neys north, Teco,Vector, and Jonah relocated south to 
Charlotte Harbor for short periods. Also moving south 
were Lawton (320 cm) and Elvis (305 cm). All ﬁve of 
these males visited the Myakka River, and all but Law-
ton continued travelling farther east to the Peace River. 
From Charlotte Harbor, Elvis continued south through 
Matlacha Pass, travelling up the Caloosahatchee River 
to Ft. Myers and Cape Coral before returning to Tampa 
Bay for the winter. 
Access to fresh water inﬂuenced the movements 
of individuals and thus the locations of high densities 
of manatees in Tampa Bay during the nonwinter 
months (Figures 2, 3, 4). Every animal tagged for more 
than one month was documented using at least one 
freshwater discharge site, including rivers and streams, 
springs, and storm-water discharges. Major freshwa­
ter sources included the upper reaches of the Hills-
borough River at Sulfur Springs and above, Palm 
River, Alaﬁa River, Little Manatee River, Manatee 
River, Braden River, and the Lake Tarpon discharge. 
Natural freshwater springs and seeps in the Culbreath 
Bayou area and southeast of the Interstate 275 bridge 
across Old Tampa Bay attracted large numbers of 
manatees in all seasons. Tagged animals used Cof­
feepot Bayou in St. Petersburg, which contains a nat­
ural freshwater seep and storm-water discharge, 
primarily in nonwinter months. Other storm-water 
discharge sites are widely distributed throughout the 
bay. At one site monitored on a regular basis, a pipe 
that empties into the bay adjacent to the University of 
South Florida’s Bayboro campus in St. Petersburg, 
tagged manatees and tagged animals that had lost 
their transmitters were observed throughout the study. 
Lawton, a 325-cm male whose tag stopped function­
ing in May 1991, was retagged with a temporary as­
sembly as he left the freshwater discharge in 
November 1991. His tag was secured two days later at 
the Port Sutton warm-water discharge on the opposite 
side of the bay. After light rain storms, when small dis­
charges emanated from the pipe, animals in Bayboro 
Harbor were seen placing their lower lip on the water 
surface and heard making sucking noises, which in­
dicated that they were extracting fresh water from a 
lens ﬂoating on the surface of the saline bay water. 
Manatees seeking fresh water in the Anna Maria 
Sound-northern Sarasota Bay area used another major 
discharge from suburban west Bradenton into Palma 
Sola Bay. Although the treated wastewater discharge 
from the city of Palmetto into Terra Ceia Bay was a reg­
ular stop for many manatees, tag location records in­
dicate that it was primarily used by females and their 
calves.These animals were also tracked as they left pro­
fuse seagrass beds in all parts of the bay and the lower 
Manatee River and headed directly for the discharge. 
Despite experimental evidence indicating that man­
atees can survive without fresh water for extended pe­
riods (Ortiz et al., 1998), manatees tagged during this 
study repeatedly returned to a variety of sources to 
drink, modifying their normal foraging routines to 
move to freshwater discharge locations. 
female, Rita, was also tagged at TECO Big Bend. Rita, 
however, was accompanied by a calf.The mother-calf 
pair moved from Big Bend to the Bartow plant and back 
to Big Bend before heading south on February 15. In 
ﬁve days, the pair moved more than 135 km to Turtle 
Bay in northern Charlotte Harbor, arriving on Febru­
ary 19. Less than two days later, and at the time of a 
passing cold front, Rita and her calf had moved another 
42 km to Shell Creek, a tributary of the Peace River, 
where the tag recorded water temperatures of 19°C. 
Within six hours, they moved back to the mouth of the 
Peace River and, early on the morning of February 23, 
began a 30-hour return trip to Turtle Bay, arriving at the 
mouth of the bay by 9 a.m. on the 24th. While Lluvia 
demonstrated a knowledge of the direct route between 
warm-water sites in Tampa Bay and Ft. Myers, Rita 
apparently had previous experience in northern Char­
lotte Harbor habitats. 
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1995, Jonah had grown to 297 cm and had resumed a 
regular circuit between his two primary areas. In Sep­
tember, he swam out of Tampa Bay and north through 
Boca Ciega Bay. He passed Clearwater and the Anclote 
River, stopping at Hudson in Pasco County. Jonah re­
turned to Tampa Bay in early October and wintered at 
TECO Big Bend and Culbreath Isles. Jonah resumed 
his circuit during spring of 1996, but his tag detached 
in July, so we lost the opportunity to see whether he 
again expanded his travel range in September. He had 
been tagged 1,157 days between February 1993 and July 
1996. Palmer was tagged for 856 days between August 
1992 and January 1997. Palmer, 240 cm when first 
tagged, had a limited range along the eastern shore of 
Tampa Bay. During 1993, his range expanded only 
slightly. In 1994, having grown to 255 cm, Palmer used 
the entire shoreline of the bay. During most of the 
summer, he was located along the western shore of the 
bay; in September he traveled south to northern Sara­
sota Bay and in October returned to eastern Tampa Bay. 
In May 1995, Palmer explored the gulf coast north to 
the mouth of the Anclote River and then returned to 
the west side of Tampa Bay for the remainder of the 
summer and fall. During 1996, Palmer returned to a cir­
cuit located along the east side of the bay from the Lit­
tle Manatee River and the Alaﬁa River to McKay Bay, 
the area he principally used in 1993. 
Three of the smaller tagged males remained en­
tirely within Tampa Bay. Oscar (283 cm) was tagged for 
416 days from January 1994 to March 1995. He used both 
the TECO Big Bend and FPC Bartow power plants dur­
ing each winter. In the warmer months, he used the 
middle portion of the bay along both the eastern and 
western shores. During late summer and fall, he would 
regularly cross the bay, moving along the eastern shore 
from the Hillsborough River to the Manatee River and 
then using the western shore from Coquina Key north 
to Weedon Island and Culbreath Bayou.The other two 
males in this grouping, Bart (265 cm) and Pongo (279 
cm), were tagged only 91 and 94 days, respectively, 
during late winter and early spring. 
Five males, including Palmer, stayed in the three-
county area surrounding Tampa Bay while tagged. 
One behavioral characteristic shared by these males 
and those who traveled farther from the bay was their 
almost continual movement, often along predictable 
routes or circuits. Peixe-boi—who was tagged 553 days 
and, at 320 cm, was the largest of this group—princi­
pally used Old Tampa Bay and Hillsborough Bay, es­
pecially the many freshwater sites in the upper bay. In 
addition, he would move to Boca Ciega Bay and occa­
sionally north to Clearwater. Lunar (305 cm) favored the 
eastern shore of Tampa Bay from Simmons Park south 
to Anna Maria Sound but also made trips across to Boca 
Ciega Bay and traveled to the Clearwater area twice 
during the 145 days he was tagged. Although tagged 
only 92 days, ’Nole (298 cm) traveled along more than 
300 km of shoreline. He would move into small bays 
for short periods and then move on to another. After 
leaving TECO Big Bend, ’Nole used Anna Maria Sound 
before moving to Boca Ciega Bay in late February. He 
returned to TECO in early March and then back to 
Boca Ciega Bay via Anna Maria Sound before moving 
to Clearwater Harbor for late March and April. He re­
turned to Boca Ciega in May when his tag stopped 
transmitting. Frazier (285 cm), tagged 203 days in 1995 
and 1996, frequented both the east shore from TECO 
to Sarasota Bay and the west shore from Big Bayou to 
Safety Harbor. The last male, Palmer, grew from a ju­
venile to an adult during the study, slowly increasing 
his range as he matured. 
Females tagged in Tampa Bay during this study 
showed two general movement patterns during warm 
weather.The ﬁrst pattern was principally used by small 
females and females with accompanying calves.They 
would select a speciﬁc area that was within a day’s 
travel of the warm-water sources in Tampa Bay, stay 
there for an extended period, and then move to another 
area for a protracted stay.The second pattern was sim­
ilar to the ﬁrst but included long migrations between 
the extended visits in speciﬁc areas. Females identiﬁed 
using this pattern were either not nursing calves or, if 
nursing, were longer than 330 cm. Some females al­
ternated use of these two patterns, presumably based 
on whether they were in late pregnancy and nursing 
small calves (they would use the ﬁrst pattern) or with­
out calves and more mobile, (they would use the sec­
ond pattern). 
Tagged females with calves usually remained in 
Tampa Bay or the immediate vicinity.Ten of the 17 fe­
males originally tagged in Tampa Bay for 90 days or 
longer used this movement pattern exclusively. With 
the exception of two small females, Zenith (265 cm) and 
Maya (286 cm), this group of manatees were mothers 
accompanied by calves. Mollie (275 cm) and her 220­
cm calf, Holly, ranged along the eastern shore of Tampa 
Bay from the Alaﬁa River to Cockroach Bay, moving 
to the upper reaches of both the Alaﬁa and Little Man­
atee rivers during 212 days of tracking. Adella (280 
cm) and her 159-cm calf used only the area from TECO 
Big Bend south to the Cockroach Bay area, including 
the Little Manatee River, during the 130 days she was 
tagged. Abby (285 cm) and her female calf ranged far­
ther south along the eastern bay shore, favoring Terra 
Ceia Bay and the upper Manatee River during spring 
and summer, and moved back north to the mouth 
area of Cockroach Bay-Little Manatee River in fall. 
Simone (290 cm) was pregnant when tagged at Sim-
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Two of the tagged females traveled from the west 
coast of Florida to the east coast during the study, ap­
parently using different routes. Sweetpea (313 cm), who 
was rescued in December 1995 from a wastewater 
treatment plant near the ship channel in Houston, 
Texas, had a history of long-distance movements. Fol­
lowing a winter of rehabilitation at Homosassa Springs 
Nature Park in Citrus County, she was released at the 
park in April 1996 and traveled northward along the 
coast, spending most of the spring and summer at 
sites around Apalachee Bay. After moving west to 
Calves traveling with their experienced mothers 
possibly learn the travel routes. The imprinting of 
travel routes and speciﬁc sites that takes place early in 
a manatee’s life can apparently occur with only one 
such exposure, as evidenced by the captive-born calf 
Andrea released with her mother, Naples (286 cm). 
After seven years in captivity, Naples was released 
along with her two-year-old calf at a boat ramp on the 
Peace River in July 1994. Naples and Andrea moved 
south to Marco Island, where Naples had been rescued 
for rehabilitation from a boat-related injury. Andrea 
separated from her mother in September. With no 
previous experience in the wild, Andrea returned to the 
Peace River in October along the same path she and 
her mother had taken while moving south. She moved 
south to explore the eastern shore of Charlotte Harbor 
and Matlacha Pass before returning to the boat ramp 
release site on the Peace River in November.This im­
printing of travel routes that occurs early in calves’ 
lives via traveling with their mothers would explain why 
some calves travel long distances, e.g., the calves of 
Sierra and Rita, and other calves of the same size stay 
close to the areas where they winter. 
Seven females ranged along the coast south of 
Tampa Bay, using resources in Charlotte Harbor, the 
Caloosahatchee River, Lake Okeechobee, and the Ever­
glades.This group included ﬁve females without calves 
and two mothers with calves. Movements of Zephyr 
(330 cm), the largest female tagged that was never ob­
served with a calf, suggested she had extensive knowl­
edge of the entire central southwest coastline. She 
traveled between preferred sites in Tampa Bay, Tar­
pon Springs, Charlotte Harbor, and the Everglades, re­
turning to the Tampa Bay area during winter. During 
midwinter in 1995, Lluvia (280 cm) migrated south 
from Tampa Bay warm-water sites to the Caloosa­
hatchee River before travelling back north to Sarasota 
Bay in early spring.Three other females who used re­
sources south along the coast curtailed their move­
ments during late stages of pregnancy and after giv­
ing birth. Adelaide (313 cm) was accompanied by calves 
twice during her 804 days of being tagged, restricting 
her movements during those times. While pregnant 
with the second calf, she moved south to Sarasota Bay 
and Charlotte Harbor and then returned to Tampa Bay 
for the coldest part of winter. Despite showing pref­
erence for the Manatee River and Terra Ceia Bay areas, 
MD (257 cm) traveled south to Charlotte Harbor in 
two successive years before calving in the Manatee 
River in August 1995. Familiar with warm-water dis­
charges in both Tampa Bay and the Caloosahatchee 
River, Debbie (242-273 cm) ranged south to the Ten 
Thousand Islands of the Everglades before moving to 
Lake Okeechobee to calve for the ﬁrst time.Two large 
mothers with calves, Sierra (330 cm) and Rita (345 cm), 
moved from Tampa Bay to Pine Island Sound and 
Charlotte Harbor. Sierra and her calf returned to TECO 
Big Bend for the winter. 
mons Park in August 1992. She used the eastern shore 
from the Little Manatee River to TECO Big Bend and 
the area around FPC Bartow in St. Petersburg through­
out the winter, and then she moved south in spring to 
give birth in the upper Manatee River in early April. 
She continued to use Manatee County resources in 
Palma Sola and Terra Ceia bays until her tag detached 
in Simmons Park after 308 days. Ren (292 cm) also 
used Tampa Bay’s eastern shore and northern Sarasota 
Bay during the 786 days she was tagged. During that 
period, she weaned one calf and gave birth to another 
ten months later in the upper Manatee River. In con­
trast, Marge (302 cm) and her 230-cm calf ignored the 
eastern shore except for TECO Big Bend, preferring the 
eastern shore of Old Tampa Bay, FPC Bartow and the 
shoreline northward, and Boca Ciega Bay during the 
283 days that she was tagged. The western shoreline 
of Old Tampa Bay was preferred habitat for Pearl (315 
cm), pregnant when captured at TECO Big Bend in Jan­
uary 1995. Except for trips back to TECO, Pearl used the 
Safety Harbor area and nearby shoreline to the south 
exclusively during her 400 days of being tagged; she 
gave birth around the ﬁrst of June 1995. During the 735 
days she was tagged in Tampa Bay, Scarlett (340 cm) 
weaned a 230-cm calf and gave birth to another almost 
a year later in the Alaﬁa River. While accompanied by 
her large calf for the ﬁrst eight months after capture, 
she ranged over all the upper bay, including Old Tampa 
Bay, Hillsborough Bay, and the Hillsborough and Alaﬁa 
rivers. After weaning, Scarlett’s range expanded 
slightly to include the Little Manatee River, and she 
made frequent trips between the major power plant 
areas during winter. Following the birth of her second 
calf in August 1996, her movements slowed but still in­
cluded movements between Hillsborough Bay and 
Old Tampa Bay.The two small tagged females without 
calves, Zenith and Maya, showed the typical pattern 
of remaining in speciﬁc locations for several weeks be­
fore moving to another area. 
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Apalachicola Bay in September, Sweetpea reversed 
course and began swimming south along the west 
coast, visiting the Homosassa River, Tampa Bay, Pine 
Island Sound, and the Ten Thousand Islands in the 
Everglades before reaching Cape Sable and heading 
south to Marathon in the Florida Keys during No­
vember. There her course turned to the northeast 
along the Florida Keys and ended in south Miami for 
the winter. In early March 1997, Sweetpea traveled 
north up the east coast, and tracking ended on March 
12 when her tag stopped functioning in Brevard 
County. The last location received was from Dragon 
Point, where the Banana River joins the Indian River. 
This was the ﬁrst documented movement of a mana­
tee around the southern tip of Florida. Another female, 
Debbie (273 cm), apparently moved from the west 
coast to the east coast through Lake Okeechobee. 
Debbie’s tag was removed by a Lake Okeechobee al­
ligator in July 1996. Field observations placed her mov­
ing west through Ortona Lock on the Caloosahatchee 
River in October and at Lee County’s Matlacha Isles 
wintering site in December. On July 21, 1997, Deb­
bie’s carcass was recovered in the St. Lucie Canal, 
east of Lake Okeechobee in Martin County. Although 
enough time passed between the last visual observa­
tion and the recovery of the carcass for Debbie to 
have made the journey around Cape Sable and north 
to Martin County before turning west into the St. 
Lucie River and Canal, it is more likely that Debbie, 
who used the lake extensively in the year before her 
death, moved from west to east through Lake Okee­
chobee. Whatever the travel route, it is clear that man­
atees are able to make the journey from one coast to 
the other, although the number that successfully do 
so is presumably small. 
In Tampa Bay, food resources are adequate for 
year-round foraging, and sufﬁcient thermal refuges 
exist in winter. Manatees that move long distances 
away from winter aggregation sites during the warm 
months expend more energy than those that select 
resources close to those wintering sites. By adopting 
a strategy that is focused on moving from one location 
to another on a routine basis, males would increase 
their chances of encountering females in estrus. The 
larger males in this study apparently used this strat­
egy by establishing travel circuits and moving north and 
south along Florida’s west coast. Females without 
calves would also increase their chances of ﬁnding 
mating opportunities by traveling while in estrus. 
While traveling, these females might also locate pro­
tected sites in which to calve. Smaller males and fe­
males just reaching reproductive age are presumably 
still using their metabolic energy to grow, so they ex­
pand their ranges by making only short ventures away 
from the wintering sites.The bay provides adequate re­
sources for the most vulnerable portions of the popu­
lation—mothers with calves and weaned juveniles— 
while its location facilitates genetic interchange with 
other subpopulations to the north and south along 
the coast. Thus, Tampa Bay provides the west coast 
manatee population with an excellent location in which 
to increase its numbers. 
Data acquired about the tagged manatees that 
wintered in Tampa Bay during this telemetry study 
are essential to understanding the extent of the move­
ments of individual animals and to understanding 
how manatees select their preferred sites.The teleme­
try data provide details about locations and about 
minimum movements of individuals that can be sup­
plemented by ﬁeld observations. Modeling movements 
using the GIS cost-path approach enhances our abil­
ity to visualize and estimate high-use areas and travel 
corridors used by individuals and the population. We 
will continue to include raster GIS techniques in de­
termining habitat characteristics that attract mana­
tees and inﬂuence migratory corridors, but telemetry 
data alone does not give a complete picture of the 
manatee subpopulation that uses Tampa Bay. Processed 
telemetry data should be used along with aerial sur­
vey results, photoidentiﬁcation studies, and mortality 
information to determine the areas important for the 
protection and recovery of the population to levels 
that would allow the Florida manatee to be reclassiﬁed 
to a nonendangered status. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
 
AML Arc Macro Language. 
Analysis window A rectangular area—deﬁned by ge­
ographic coordinates speciﬁed within a Geographic 
Information System—that is the focus of analysis. 
ARC/INFO A proprietary Geographic Information 
System produced by Environmental Systems Re­
search Institute, Inc. 
Attribute Information associated with the feature 
that is being mapped. 
Attribute data Information associated with poly­
gons, lines, or points in a vector map or cells in a 
grid map. Syn Cell value. 
Argos A satellite-based site-location and data-col­
lection system dedicated to monitoring and pro­
tecting the environment. 
Bathymetry The measured depths of bodies of 
waters. 
Cell A single unit in a raster map.This unit is deﬁned 
by row and column coordinates. Syn Pixel. 
Computer modem A device that converts digital 
computer signals to and from analog telephone 
signals. 
Cost-path A route—delineated between two points 
on a raster map—where cells represent the “cost” 
to the manatee for passing through that cell. A 
cost-path is typically the least “expensive”route; the 
total cost of a route is equal to the sum of all “costs” 
of the cells that compose the route. Syn Least cost-
path. 
Cost-path analysis The process of delineating a 
route between two points on a raster map where 
cells represent the “cost “ of a line passing through 
it.The goal of cost-path analysis is to ﬁnd the path 
between two points where cost is minimized, the 
least “expensive”route. Syn Least-cost analysis. 
Cost-surface A raster map in which cell values rep­
resent the cost of a manatee passing through that 
cell.The cost surface is used to delineate the least 
“expensive” travel path between two manatee 
telemetry points. 
Coverage Geographic data set about a speciﬁc fea­
ture (e.g., vegetation coverage). Often simply called 
a layer. ARC/INFO also has a data format that is 
referred to as a coverage. 
Doppler shift A change in frequency of a soundwave 
that occurs when the transmitter and the satellite 
are in motion relative to each other. 
Episodes Periods during which a satellite transmit­
ter remains attached to a manatee. 
End time The time and date when an individual an­
imal completes traveling between two points. 
General location A location within about 1,000 m of 
the tracker, designated when the tagged manatee 
is not observed. 
GIS Geographic Information System. A computer 
program for the input, analysis, and display of 
spatial data. 
GPC Global Processing Center. The Argos center 
that receives telemetry data sets from ground sta­
tions, processes the data, and manages data dis­
tribution. The North American GPC is located in 
Landover, Maryland. 
GPS Global Positioning System. A receiver that cal­
culates its absolute geographic position via its rel­
ative position to at least three satellites. 
Grid A cell-based processing program within ARC/ 
INFO, produced by Environmental Systems Re­
search Institute, Inc. 
Grid map A system of coordinate lines superim­
posed upon a map. Lines run parallel (left to right 
and top to bottom) and are equally spaced so that 
rectangles, called cells, of equal area are formed 
throughout. Syns Raster map, raster coverage, grid 
coverage, data layer, data theme. 
Hydrophone A portable device that receives an ul­
trasonic signal. 
Landpoint program An ARC/INFO Geographic In­
formation System macro language program that 
examines each telemetry point to see whether it is 
located on land rather than water. If the point is lo­
cated on land and within 1,000 meters of water 
connected with the Gulf of Mexico, then landpoint 
moves it to the nearest water location. Otherwise, 
the point is deleted and not analyzed further. 
Layer Distinct map theme. Usually a separate GIS ﬁle. 
Line A one-dimensional connection between two 
points (has length). 
Manatee body condition The clinical health of an an­
imal based on guidelines set for blubber thick­
ness, length, and girth. 
MIPS Manatee Individual Photoidentiﬁcation Sys­
tem. A system in which photographs of scars are 
used to identify and then catalog Florida manatees. 
NAD27 North American Datum 1927. Describes a 
spheroid of the earth by using values determined 
by Clarke in 1866. 
NOAA’s Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite 
Program The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
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Administration’s satellite program. Satellites in 
this program carry the Argos receivers. 
Overlay To superimpose two or more data layers, 
each of which is a map showing different themes 
of data about the same geographic area; each com­
bination of maps creates a new “map layer” or a 
new tier of information. 
Pass When a satellite moves over the area of the 
transmitter range.The duration of a pass is approx­
imately 10 to 15 minutes. 
PIT tag Passive Integrated Transponder tag. A small 
unpowered microchip implanted into a manatee 
for individual identiﬁcation. 
Pixel A picture element. Syn Cell. 
Point A map location (with 0 dimension) determined 
by using one latitudinal and one longitudinal 
coordinate. 
Polygon Two-dimensional vector object (i.e., has 
area). Polygons are deﬁned by a set of arcs. 
Projection Any of a number of coordinate systems 
used to map curved surfaces (such as the earth) 
onto a ﬂat surface. 
PTT Platform transmitter terminal. Used to assure the 
satellite uplink. PTTs include a physical carrier of 
a set of sensors and an Argos-certiﬁed transmitter. 
PTT carrier frequency The frequency at which all 
PTTs transmit (401.650 MHz). 
Radio telemetry The use of radio transmitters to 
locate and identify a study animal. Syn Radio 
tracking. 
Radio transmitter An electrical device that uses a 
distinguished signal. This signal can be used to 
identify and locate a study animal. 
Raster Common GIS data model made of a grid of 
cells. Each cell contains a single value. 
Satellite transmitter A tracking device that uses 
satellites to relay data from satellites to receivers 
on earth. 
Speciﬁc location A location within about 150 m of 
the tracker; the tagged manatee is not observed. 
Spheroid An ellipsoid that approximates a sphere; 
used as a basis for many map projections. 
Start time The time and date when an individual 
animal begins traveling between two points. 
Tagging The placing of transmitting equipment on 
an animal. 
Tagging episode The period during which an animal 
has a speciﬁc transmitter attached. 
Tool A program that simpliﬁes the completing of a 
task within the conﬁnes of the Geographic Infor­
mation System. Syns Program, AML. 
Triangulation The method of using trigonometry 
and bearings of two ﬁxed points of known dis­
tance from each other to locate a third point. 
Ultrasonic receiver A portable device that deciphers 
ultrasonic signals. 
Ultrasonic transmitter A device that emits an 
ultrasonic beacon (75 kHz for this study). 
Ultrasound unit A device that emits ultrasonic 
vibrations. Measurements of the blubber layers 
of manatees are taken by sending these ultrasonic 
vibrations through the animal’s body. 
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator. A cartographic 
projection with units in meters. 
Vector Common GIS data model made up of points, 
lines, or polygons and associated attributes. 
Vector map A map composed of polygons, arcs, and 
points. Polygons denote areas (e.g., land ownership 
tracts), arcs denote lines (e.g., transportation net­
works), and points represent sites (e.g., locations of 
sightings of endangered species). Syns Polygon 
coverage, data layer, data theme. 
VHF transmitter Very high frequency transmitter 
(164–165 MHz for this study). 
Visual location Site where a tagged manatee was 
observed. 
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Abby (TTB024)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB47 (photo ID) 
Total Length 285 cm (February 2, 1993) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1993–November 11, 1993/3/282 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Bahia Beach 
Reproductive History With a female calf, February 1993. 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB024 and her calf remained in the vicinity of TECO to the mouth of the Lit­
tle Manatee River through mid-March. They moved to Terra Ceia Bay by the end of March. They stayed princi­
pally in Terra Ceia Bay until the middle of June, when they moved to the Manatee River.TTB024 and her calf moved 
between the river and Terra Ceia Bay during July and spent August and September in Terra Ceia Bay.They used 
the eastern side of Tampa Bay from Port Manatee to the Little Manatee River during October. They spent early 
November in the vicinity of Bahia Beach before TTB024’s entire tagging assembly came off. TTB024 was seen at 
TECO in November 1995 and December 1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 141 543 153 56 16 5 4 918 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Adelaide (TTB035)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB8 (photo ID) 
Total Length 313 cm (February 1, 1994) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 1, 1994. First photo-documented at TECO on Jan­
uary 21, 1983. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 1, 1994–April 22, 1996/4/804 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Terra Ceia Bay 
Reproductive History With a calf, February 1994; gave birth to another calf in summer 1995 
Range Tampa Bay south to the Peace and Myakka rivers 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO,Terra Ceia Bay, and Peace and Myakka rivers 
Non-winter Tampa Bay and Sarasota Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB035 and her calf used TECO during the ﬁrst part of February and then moved 
south to Terra Ceia Bay by the end of the month. She used Terra Ceia Bay and some areas of the Manatee River 
from March through mid-November. She was ﬁrst seen without her calf in August. In late November,TTB035 moved 
through Sarasota Bay to Casey Key, north of Venice Inlet. In December, TTB035 moved to Blackburn Bay, Sara­
sota Bay, and then south to Venice Inlet and the Peace and Myakka rivers. She moved to TECO in early January 
1995 and used this area until mid-February. During the rest of February and the spring and early summer, she 
used Terra Ceia Bay and the Manatee and Braden rivers. She was seen with a new calf August 28.TTB035 and her 
calf principally used the Manatee River and Terra Ceia Bay during September and Terra Ceia Bay from October 
to mid-November.They were seen at TECO November 15.TTB035 and her calf moved between TECO and Terra 
Ceia Bay during December.They spent January and February at TECO. At the end of February, they moved to the 
Manatee River.They spent March in Terra Ceia Bay and April moving back and forth between Terra Ceia Bay and 
the Manatee River.TTB035’s entire tagging assembly was located in Terra Ceia Bay on April 22. She was observed 
at TECO in January 1997. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 376 466 362 54 7 0 2 1,267 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Adella (TTB055)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB102 (photo ID) 
Total Length 280 cm (January 10, 1996) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 10, 1996 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 10, 1996–May 19, 1996/1/130 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Tampa Bay 
Reproductive History With a 159-cm male calf (CTB9602) in January 1996 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter TECO and Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB055 used the TECO discharge canal and areas south to Bahia Beach dur­
ing January and February. During March, she moved between areas around Cockroach Bay and TECO. TTB055 
used the Little Manatee River and the shoreline of Tampa Bay from the river to south of Cockroach Bay during 
April and early May. She lost her tag in Tampa Bay on May 19. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 30 31 21 25 3 0 2 112 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Andrea (TTB040)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MSTM9202C (captive ID), FM231 (photo ID), MSW9547 (mortality ID) 
Total Length 238 cm (July 19, 1994) 
Status Captive-born calf of TTB039. Released July 19, 1994, Charlotte County. Died September 1995, Lee County, 
because of human-related activity. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged July 19, 1994–August 8, 1995/4/385 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Harbor Heights, Charlotte County/Caloosahatchee River 
Reproductive History 
Range Peace River south to Ten Thousand Islands and east to the Ortona Locks 
Winter Peace River, FPL Fort Myers Plant, Orange River, and Caloosahatchee River 
Non-winter Ten Thousand Islands, Peace River, Matlacha Pass, and Caloosahatchee River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB040 was two years old when released with her mother (TTB039/ Naples) 
and another manatee (TTB038/Timehri) into the Peace River. She stayed with her mother for a month and a half 
following their release.Three days after their release, she and her mother moved south out of the Peace River and 
through Matlacha Pass to Sanibel Island.They moved through Pine Island Sound during the ﬁrst week of August 
and then continued south to Naples, arriving by the middle of August.They used areas around Marco Island dur­
ing the rest of the month.TTB040 separated from her mother and moved north to Estero Island, where she stayed 
during the latter half of September. In October, she moved north to the Peace River and then south to Matlacha 
Pass. She moved back to the Peace River in November and stayed there through the ﬁrst half of December. Be­
cause of her lack of experience in the wild, she was moved by FDEP to the FPL Fort Myers power plant on De­
cember 14. She spent the rest of the winter moving between the Orange and Caloosahatchee rivers. During the 
spring, she used the lower Caloosahatchee River and the area around Beautiful Island. During the summer, she 
principally used the upper Caloosahatchee River. Her tag came off in August, and her carcass was recovered at 
the Ortona Locks in September. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 309 286 248 30 3 0 7 883 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Apollo (TTB001)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB26 (photo ID) 
Total Length 300 cm (February 26, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 26, 1991. First photo-documented at TECO in Jan­
uary 1988. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 26, 1991–November 10, 1991/3/226 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay north to Crystal River/Kings Bay and south to Sarasota Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter Crystal River, Suwannee River,Tampa Bay,TECO, and Sarasota Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame From late February to late March,TTB001 used the area around the TECO power 
plant. In late March, he moved to Crystal River and Kings Bay. He remained in the Crystal River area for a week 
before moving to the mouth of the Suwannee River. He stayed in this area until he moved back to Crystal River 
in late May. He moved back to Tampa Bay the ﬁrst week of June.TTB001 stayed in Tampa Bay for the summer and 
fall, principally using the eastern shore of the bay between Apollo Beach and upper Sarasota Bay, including the 
Manatee River. He also traveled to Boca Ciega Bay and south St. Petersburg during this time. He lost his tag at 
TECO on November 10. TTB001 was seen at TECO in March 1993, December 1994, February 1995, March 1996, 
and February 1997 and 1998. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 100 349 117 36 11 8 3 624 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Bart (TTB026)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB49 (photo ID) 
Total Length 265 cm (February 2, 1993) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1993–May 4, 1993/2/91 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Culbreath Isles 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB026 spent February and the majority of March at TECO and from TECO 
to Bahia Beach. He made a quick trip to the Alaﬁa River in March. April was principally spent at Rocky Point and 
Culbreath Bayou, with some time spent in Mobbly Bay. He lost his tag in Culbreath Isles on May 4. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 32 118 37 23 2 2 3 217 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
J. Coral (TTB031)
 
Sex Female
 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers LPZ100523 (rescue ID), MSW9409 (mortality ID), #44 (freeze-brands)
 
Total Length 249 cm (September 7, 1993)
 
Status In captivity January 6, 1993–September 7, 1993, because of injuries incurred during entanglement in a
 
crab trap. Released September 7, 1993, Lee County. Died March 6, 1994.The carcass was badly decomposed. She
 
was 3 years old when she died.
 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged September 7, 1993–March 6, 1994/1/180 days
 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Caloosahatchee River/Caloosahatchee River
 
Reproductive History
 
Range Caloosahatchee River to Pine Island Sound 
Winter 
Non-winter Caloosahatchee River and Pine Island Sound 
Major Movements/Time Frame A week following her release,TTB031 moved from the Caloosahatchee River 
to Pine Island Sound and remained there for the rest of September. During October and November, her move­
ments were principally limited to southeast Pine Island Sound between Mason, Chino, Galt, and York islands, with 
short trips to Captiva Island and the residential canals of St. James City. Her tag stopped functioning on November 
29. Her badly decomposed carcass was recovered March 6 near the U.S. 41 Bridge on the Caloosahatchee River. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 65 103 54 8 3 0 1 234 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Debbie (TTB034)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers LPZ100389 & FLM-3 (rescue IDs), TB56 (photo ID), MSE9718 (mortality ID) 
Total Length 242 cm (February 1, 1994)/ 273 cm (February 22, 1996) 
Status In captivity October 23, 1991–November 12,1991, because of gastroenteritis. Released November 12, 1991, 
Charlotte County. Died July 21, 1997, St. Lucie Canal, Martin County, from an undetermined cause. She was 10 
years old when she died. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 1, 1994–September 9, 1994/2/220/ January 5, 1996–July 
18, 1996/3/147 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Caloosahatchee River/TECO/Moorehaven Locks 
Reproductive History Gave birth to a calf, fall 1996 
Range Tampa Bay south to Ten Thousand Islands and east to Lake Okeechobee 
Winter Tampa Bay; FPC Bartow and TECO power plants 
Non-Winter Tampa Bay, Caloosahatchee River,Ten Thousand Islands, and Rim Canal 
Major Movements/Time Frame From February through April 1994,TTB034 used the area around the FPC Bar-
tow power plant. She spent May at Coquina Key. In early June, she moved to the Caloosahatchee River. During 
June and July, she used the Caloosahatchee River from the mouth of the Orange River to Whiskey Creek. She made 
a trip to the Ten Thousand Islands in early August, moving as far southeast as Chatham Bay. She returned to the 
Caloosahatchee River by August 24 and remained in the river until her tag was recovered September 9. TTB034 
was retagged at TECO in 1996 and used both the TECO and FPC Bartow power plants during January through 
March. She principally used the FPC Bartow power plant in April. In early May, she began moving south. She 
was in the Caloosahatchee River by the middle of the month and in the Rim Canal of Lake Okeechobee by the 
end of the month. She remained in the Rim Canal until mid-July, when her tag was recovered entangled in veg­
etation.TTB034 had a calf in the fall. She was seen by a lock tender on October 1 moving through the Ortona Lock 
with a small calf. Another lock tender saw her and her calf on November 28. She was also observed by Mote Ma­
rine Laboratory personnel in Matlacha Isles on December 18. Her carcass was recovered on July 21, 1997, in the 
St. Lucie Canal. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 182 289 264 80 11 1 7 834 
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Demarrara (TTB018)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MSTM9203 (rescue ID), MSW9342 (mortality ID) 
Total Length 240 cm (October 7, 1992) 
Status In captivity July 10, 1992-October 7,1992, because of injury from crab trap entanglement. Released Oc­
tober 7, 1992, Port of the Islands, Collier County. Died October 27, 1993, Port of the Islands, Collier County be­
cause of human-related activity. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged October 7, 1992-May 15, 1993/2/220 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Port of the Islands/Port of the Islands 
Reproductive History 
Range Ten Thousand Islands south to Port of the Islands 
Winter Port of the Islands and Fakahatchee Bay 
Non-winter Ten Thousand Islands and Port of the Islands 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB018 primarily used the Ten Thousand Islands from Gullivan Bay east to 
Indian Key Pass. She used areas around the southern islands including Panther Key, Round Key, Camp Lulu Key, 
Tiger Key, and Indian Key, as well as Faka Union Bay, and Fakahatchee Bay. She returned to Port of the Islands 
twice in November. During the months she was tagged in 1993, she maintained speciﬁc routes between the Ten 
Thousand Islands and Port of the Islands. She was frequently located in Fakahatchee Bay and in the vicinity of 
Round, Panther, and Tiger keys and in the Port of the Islands marina and canals.TTB018 lost her tag at Port of the 
Islands on May 15, and her carcass was recovered from Port of the Islands on October 27. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 148 183 108 20 1 0 2 462 
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Easter (TTB019)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers 100434 & SB200 (rescue IDs) 
Total Length 290 cm (October 13, 1992) 
Status In captivity April 18, 1992–October 13,1992, because of injury from crap trap entanglement. Released Oc­
tober 13, 1992, Charlotte County. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged October 13, 1992–March 24, 1993/1/162 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Peace River/Orange River 
Reproductive History 
Range Peace River south to the Turner River 
Winter FPL Fort Myers power plant, Caloosahatchee River, Peace River, Charlotte Harbor, and Turtle Bay 
Non-winter Peace River, Ten Thousand Islands, Turner River, Caloosahatchee River,Matlacha Pass, and Or­
ange River 
Major Movements/Time Frame Following her release,TTB019 moved south from the Peace River to the Turner 
River at Chokoloskee. In early November, she moved back north to the Peace River. For the remainder of November 
and through early December, she used northern Charlotte Harbor from Cape Haze to the Peace River. In December, 
she moved to the upper Caloosahatchee River and Orange River and visited the FPL Fort Myers power plant. In 
late December, she returned to the Peace River and also used northern Charlotte Harbor.TTB019 principally used 
Turtle Bay during January, with two quick trips to the Peace River. In early February, she moved to the Orange 
River and used the mouth of the river and the Caloosahatchee River in the vicinity of Beautiful Island. She stayed 
in this area during most of March except for a quick trip to Matlacha Pass.TTB019 lost her tag in the Orange River 
on March 24. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 107 218 79 12 3 3 2 424 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Elvis (TTB016)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB41 (photo ID) 
Total Length 305 cm (August 20, 1992) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at Simmons Park, August 20, 1992 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged August 20, 1992–January 23, 1993/5/156 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Simmons Park/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay south to the Caloosahatchee River 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Charlotte Harbor, and Caloosahatchee River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB016 used northern Tampa Bay, including Old Tampa Bay and Hillsborough 
Bay, in August and early September. In mid-September, he moved south to Lemon Bay and moved on to Char­
lotte Harbor by October 1. During October, he used Charlotte Harbor, ranging from the Peace and Myakka rivers 
to the Caloosahatchee River via Matlacha Pass. In early November, he began traveling north via Sarasota Bay, re­
turning to Tampa Bay by mid-month. He principally used the eastern shore of Old Tampa Bay, but made two trips 
to TECO during December. During January,TTB016 moved between the TECO and Bartow power plants, and then 
lost his tag on January 23 at TECO. He was seen in the upper Manatee River in April 1994 and at TECO in March 
1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 97 156 50 26 3 3 7 342 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Englewood (TTB059)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers RSW9609 (rescue ID), FM243 (photo ID) 
Total Length 310 cm (July 30, 1996) 
Status In captivity April 22, 1996–July 30, 1996, because of exposure to red tide. Released July 30, 1996, Charlotte 
County. First photo-documented in Sarasota Bay in April 1995. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged July 30, 1996–April 23, 1997/2/267 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Lemon Bay/Pansy Bayou 
Reproductive History With a calf January 1998. 
Range Lemon Bay north to Tampa Bay and south to Charlotte Harbor 
Winter Tampa Bay, Myakka River, Charlotte Harbor, and Gasparilla Sound 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Sarasota Bay, and Lemon Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame After her release,TTB059 spent August through October in Lemon Bay using 
the creeks and bays in the vicinity of Englewood. In November, she moved north to Sarasota Bay and then to Terra 
Ceia Bay by the end of the month. In December,TTB059 used the Tampa Bay area during the ﬁrst half of the month, 
moved south to Lemon Bay, and reached the Myakka River by the end of the month. She used Charlotte Harbor, 
the Myakka River near Big Slough, and Turtle Bay during January. In February, she moved to Gasparilla Sound, 
Placida Harbor, and Lemon Bay by the end of the month. During March,TTB059 moved north through Sarasota 
Bay to Tampa Bay. She used the Manatee and Braden rivers and Terra Ceia Bay before moving south to Button­
wood Harbor. She moved to Miguel Bay by the end of the month. During April, she used the Manatee River, Anna 
Maria Sound, and Sarasota Bay. Her tag stopped working April 23, 1997, in Pansy Bayou. She was seen at TECO 
in January 1998 with a calf. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 266 230 124 36 2 0 0 658 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Flounder (TTB043)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB81 (photo ID) 
Total Length 305cm (January 3, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 3, 1995. First photo-documented at TECO in De­
cember 1994. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 3, 1995–July 24, 1995/2/69 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Anclote River 
Range Tampa Bay south to Venice and north to the Anclote River 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and Port Sutton plants; and Manatee River 
Non-winter Tampa Bay,Venice Inlet, Boca Ciega Bay, and Anclote River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB043 principally used TECO during January and the ﬁrst half of February. 
He made a quick trip to the Port Sutton plant in early February. He then moved south to the Manatee River, made 
a quick trip back to TECO, and then moved back to the Manatee River. He moved south to Venice Inlet by the mid­
dle of March and then returned to the Manatee River by the end of the month. During April,TTB043 principally 
used the Manatee River. He made a quick trip to Culbreath Isles in late April and then returned to the Manatee 
River. He began May in Boca Ciega Bay, moved north to Culbreath Bayou, moved south to Mullet Key and then 
back to Boca Ciega Bay. He spent three weeks of June around Fort DeSoto and Boca Ciega Bay and then moved 
around Tampa Bay. During the ﬁrst half of July, he used McKay Bay and Culbreath Bayou before moving out of 
Tampa Bay and northward along the Gulf coast. His tag and tether were recovered in the upper Anclote River on 
July 24.TTB043 was seen at TECO in February 1996 and 1997 and March 1998. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 100 107 80 58 7 0 2 354 
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Movements of Radio-Tagged Manatees 1991–1996 Weigle et al. 
Frazier (TTB045)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB83 (photo ID) 
Total Length 285 cm (January 4, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 4, 1995 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 4, 1995–May 7, 1996/4/203 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Riviera Bay 
Range Tampa Bay south to Buttonwood Harbor, Sarasota Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants; and Old Tampa Bay 
Non-winter Tampa Bay and Buttonwood Harbor 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB045 principally used TECO during January and February but also visited 
the Bartow power plant and parts of Old Tampa Bay. During March, he moved between the Big Island Gap and 
Safety Harbor areas. He used areas south of Big Island Gap during the ﬁrst three weeks of April and then moved 
to the Manatee River. He used the upper Braden River in early May and then moved to the Little Manatee River 
and south to Piney Point, Cockroach Bay,Terra Ceia Bay, Miguel Bay, Joe Bay, and the Manatee River. During June, 
he principally used the Manatee and Braden rivers but moved south to Buttonwood Harbor by June 22. His tag 
and tether were recovered July 11 in Riviera Bay, northeast of St. Petersburg. TTB045 was retagged at TECO on 
March 14, 1996, with a radiotransmitter, which was clipped to his belt. In early April, he was located in the vicin­
ity of Port Manatee. The radiotransmitter was replaced with a satellite transmitter on April 18 at Simmons Park. 
TTB045 spent the rest of April in the vicinity of Cockroach Bay. During May, he used the Little Manatee River and 
then moved to north of Picnic Island, the Primitive Beach area, and Culbreath Bayou. His tag came off May 7 in 
Culbreath Bayou. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 108 135 93 66 4 0 6 412 
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Grahm (TTB053)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MSTM9204 & HSTM9304 (rescue IDs), TI3 (photo id), #57 (freeze-brands) 
Total Length 251 cm (September 6, 1995)/256 cm (May 22, 1996) 
Status In captivity July 27, 1992 to September 6, 1995, after being orphaned. Released September 6, 1995, Ever­
glades National Park, Monroe County, with TTB051 and TTB052. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged September 6, 1995–December 17, 1996/2/467 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Buttonwood Canal/Whitewater Bay 
Reproductive History 
Range Everglades National Park, Rodgers River Bay to Whitewater Bay, and Florida Bay 
Winter Whitewater Bay 
Non-winter Rodgers River Bay to Florida Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB053 was approximately three years old when released with TTB051/Mar­
jorie and TTB052/Valentine into Buttonwood Canal. TTB053 moved with TTB051 and TTB052 north from White-
water Bay during September but by the end of the month was separated from them. During early October, she 
used Storter Bay, the Chatham River, and Chevelier Bay. She began moving south around mid-October. She prin­
cipally used Whitewater Bay and its tributaries during November. She also made two trips around Cape Sable 
to Florida Bay and down Buttonwood Canal to the release site. During December, she used Whitewater Bay, the 
North River, and Joe River. She principally used Whitewater Bay until mid-February. She used Rodgers River Bay 
during March and Lostmans Creek and the Broad River during April. She was seen with TTB052 on April 2. She 
moved back to Whitewater Bay in May. During the summer and fall, she principally used North and Roberts rivers. 
During the ﬁrst half of December, she moved between the North, Watson, and Little Shark rivers.TTB053’s mon­
itoring was taken over by the U.S. Geological Survey in December 1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 388 375 270 22 2 0 3 1,060 
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Horizon (TTB011)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB31 (photo ID) 
Total Length 300 cm (December 16, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 16, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 16, 1991–March 8, 1992/3/39 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Gadsden Point 
Reproductive History With a 230-cm female calf (CTB9104), December 1991 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
Non-winter 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB011 principally used TECO during January and the ﬁrst half of February. 
She then moved to the western shore of Old Tampa Bay and principally used the area around the Bartow power 
plant and Big Island Gap until her tag detached in early March.TTB011 was seen at TECO in December 1993 and 
January 1998. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 25 73 19 11 1 1 3 133 
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Jemp (TTB049)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers SWFTM9520B & RSW9511 (rescue IDs), SB22 (photo ID) 
Total Length 335 cm (August 8, 1995) 
Status In captivity July 2, 1995–August 8, 1995, because of exposure to red tide. Released August 8, 1995, Sara­
sota County. First photo-documented at Blackburn Bay in June 1990 and then again in July 1994 at South Long­
boat Key. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged August 8, 1995–December 17, 1996/3/263 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Pansy Bayou/Gulf of Mexico, south of First Bay 
Range Sarasota Bay north to Tampa Bay and south to First Bay 
Winter Forked Creek, Ten Thousand Islands, Cape Romano, San Carlos Bay 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Boca Ciega Bay, Sarasota Bay, Lemon Bay, Gasparilla Sound 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB049 moved south from Sarasota Bay to Gasparilla Sound and north to Lemon 
Bay during August. He used areas in the vicinity of Lemon Bay during September and October. He was located 
in Gottfried and Forked creeks in early November. He lost his tag in Placida Harbor. He was retagged in May 1996 
in Pansy Bayou. He moved north from Sarasota Bay to north of the mouth of the Manatee River and back to Sara­
sota Bay during the later half of May. During June, he used Lemon, Donna, and Roberts bays. At the end of June, 
he moved north and was located in Boca Ciega Bay during the ﬁrst half of July. His tag sank, but he was retagged 
in Forked Creek on December 13. During the last half of December, he moved south through Pine Island Sound, 
Estero Bay, Dollar Bay, Sanctuary Sound, and Gullivan Bay to reach the Port of the Islands marina basin. He used 
Port of the Islands, the bays and creeks around Everglades City, the Cape Romano Shoal area, and the mouth of 
First Bay during January and early February. His tag stopped working, but TTB049 was seen at Marco Island on 
February 22. He was retagged in March in Sarasota Bay and principally used this area until moving to Palma Sola 
Bay at the end of the month. He principally used Sarasota Bay during April. He lost his tag in May but was re-
tagged in Sarasota Bay on July 9. He moved south to Venice Inlet and then north to Tampa Bay by early August. 
He moved south to the Venice area on September 1 and moved between Venice and Sarasota during September 
and October. He moved to Gasparilla Sound in early November. He moved farther south during December, reach­
ing Cape Romano Shoal by mid-December. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 118 103 79 33 0 1 9 343 
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Jonah (TTB023)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB46 (photo ID) 
Total Length 282 cm (February 2, 1993)/297 cm (March 29, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1993–July 5, 1996/11/1,157 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Rocky Point 
Range Tampa Bay south to Palma Sola Bay and north to Hudson 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, and Culbreath Bayou 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Anna Maria Sound, Palma Sola Bay, and Gulf of Mexico near Hudson 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB023 moved between TECO, Culbreath Bayou, and Rocky Point during Feb­
ruary and March. He spent April and May in the vicinity of Culbreath Bayou and Rocky Point. In June, TTB023 
moved to McKay Bay, and during July, he traveled between McKay Bay and the Hillsborough and Alaﬁa rivers. 
August and September were spent primarily in the Rocky Point area. During October, he moved between Rocky 
Point and McKay Bay, making two round trips between these areas. November and early December were spent 
primarily in the vicinity of Culbreath Bayou and Rocky Point. TTB023 moved to TECO in mid-December. He re­
peated the previous year’s pattern of seasonal use of Rocky Point, Culbreath Bayou, and McKay Bay until mid-
September, when he was located in Palma Sola Bay. He moved back to McKay Bay by the end of the month. He 
moved between McKay Bay and Rocky Point during October and spent November in the Rocky Point area. He 
arrived at TECO in mid-December. During 1995,TTB023 continued his usual patterns of movement up until the 
end of September, when he was located in the Gulf of Mexico near Hudson. He spent the ﬁrst week of October 
in the Hudson area and then returned to Tampa Bay by the end of the month. A cold front caused him to move 
to TECO by mid-November. He moved between TECO and Rocky Point for the rest of the year. His use of Rocky 
Point and McKay Bay continued in 1996. In June, he also used Safety Harbor and Big Island Gap. His tag was re­
covered in mid-July near Rocky Point.TTB023 was seen at TECO in December 1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 490 774 614 248 38 4 14 2,182 
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Lawton (TTB-003)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB28 (photo ID) 
Total Length 325 cm (February 27, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 27, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 27, 1991–January 20, 1992/2/153 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Port Manatee 
Range Tampa Bay south to Charlotte Harbor 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO, FPC Bartow, and Port Sutton power plants; and Sulphur Springs 
Non-Winter Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB003 remained in Tampa Bay for two months after being tagged, principally 
using the Little Manatee River and the eastern shore of Tampa Bay south to Sarasota Bay. He also traveled to south 
St. Petersburg and Boca Ciega Bay. In May, he moved south to Charlotte Harbor and the Myakka River. He was 
moving back north in late May when his tag stopped functioning in southern Sarasota Bay. In mid-November, 
TTB003 was retagged at Bayboro Harbor. He was subsequently located at Port Sutton and visited the TECO and 
FPC Bartow power plants and Sulphur Springs, Hillsborough River. During the three weeks he was tagged in Jan­
uary 1992,TTB003 was principally located along the eastern shore of Tampa Bay from Apollo Beach south to Port 
Manatee. He lost his tag on January 20 at Port Manatee.TTB003 was seen at TECO on January 1993, January 1996, 
and December 1997. He was also seen at two warm-water sites: Terra Ceia Bay in October 1994 and Bayboro Har­
bor in October 1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 55 274 57 24 6 3 4 423 
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Lluvia (TTB044)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB82 (photo ID) 
Total Length 280 cm (January 4, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 4, 1995 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 4, 1995–April 27, 1995/1/113 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Sarasota Bay 
Reproductive History 
Range Tampa Bay south to the Orange River. 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO, Port Sutton and FPL Fort Myers power plants 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Caloosahatchee River, and Sarasota Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB044 spent the ﬁrst half of January using the TECO and Port Sutton power 
plants. She moved south to the FPL Fort Myers power plant in mid-January. She spent all of February in the Or­
ange River. In March, she moved down the Caloosahatchee and headed north. She reached Buttonwood Harbor, 
Sarasota Bay, by April 9 and remained there until April 27, when her entire tagging assembly came off. TTB044 
was seen at TECO in January 1998. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 104 89 60 7 0 0 0 260 
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Lucky (TTB014)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers FM232 (photo ID) 
Total Length 295 cm (July 8, 1992) 
Status Wild manatee captured by using open-water capture technique and tagged July 8, 1992 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged July 8, 1992–April 29, 1993/3/295 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Charlotte Harbor, Bull Bay/Turtle Bay 
Range Pine Island Sound and Charlotte Harbor north to the Peace and Myakka rivers and south to the Orange 
River 
Winter Boca Grande to the Peace and Myakka rivers and the FPL Fort Myers power plant 
Non-winter Pine Island Sound, Peace and Myakka rivers, Matlacha Pass, and Caloosahatchee River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB014 principally used western Charlotte Harbor and Pine Island Sound dur­
ing the summer, fall, and early winter. On several occasions, he moved as far north as the lower Myakka and Peace 
rivers. He established a regular travel route between Cape Haze and north Captiva Island. During January, 
TTB014 maintained a travel route between Boca Grande and the Peace and Myakka rivers. He continued this move­
ment during the ﬁrst half of February, but after mid-February, he was located in the Orange and Caloosahatchee 
rivers. March and April were spent using a travel route between the Myakka River, Charlotte Harbor, and Turtle 
Bay, with a quick dash to the Caloosahatchee River March 20–22. He lost his tag April 29 at the mouth of Turtle 
Bay. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 138 250 165 29 2 4 5 593 
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Lunar (TTB004)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB29 (photo ID), FTM15 (previous tagging ID) 
Total Length 305 cm (February 27, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 27, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 27, 1991–July 22, 1991/1/145 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Tampa Bay 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Manatee River, Little Manatee River, and Clearwater Harbor 
Major Movements/Time Frame TB004 remained in the Tampa Bay area during the ﬁve months he was tagged. 
The eastern shore from Apollo Beach to Anna Maria Sound was his preferred habitat, including both the Man­
atee River and the Little Manatee River. He also made trips to south St. Petersburg and Boca Ciega Bay and twice 
moved north to Clearwater. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 75 209 44 26 7 3 1 365 
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Marge (TTB025)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB48 (photo ID) 
Total Length 302 cm (February 2, 1993) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1993–August 11, 1994/4/283 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Boca Ciega Bay 
Reproductive History With a 230-cm female calf (CTB9303), February 1993. With calves, winters 1996 and 1998. 
Range Tampa Bay and Boca Ciega Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
Non-winter Tampa Bay and Boca Ciega Bay 
Statistical Information 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB025 and her calf remained in the vicinity of TECO during February. In March, 
they moved to the Culbreath Isles canals.They spent early April in Old Tampa Bay, southeast of the Gandy Bridge. 
TTB025 lost her tag in mid-April but was retagged in January 1994 at TECO. She and her calf principally used TECO 
during January. During February and March, they moved between the Big Island Gap area, Culbreath Isles, and 
the vicinity of the Bartow power plant.They principally were located in Culbreath Isles and northeast of the Howard 
Frankland Bridge during April. In May, they moved to Boca Ciega Bay, returning to Culbreath Bayou at the end 
of the month.TTB025 and her calf spent June in Culbreath Isles and northeast of the Howard Frankland Bridge. 
Her tag quit functioning in early July, but she was located in early August at Pinellas Point. TTB025’s entire tag­
ging assembly was found in August in Boca Ciega Bay. She was seen at TECO in February 1995, January 1996, De­
cember 1996, and January 1998. She was seen with calves in the winters of 1996 and 1998. 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 111 310 131 61 7 3 8 631 
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Mariner (TTB012)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB37 (photo ID) 
Total Length 310 cm (December 17, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 17, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 17, 1991–February 13, 1992/3/46 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Reproductive History 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter: Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter 
Statistical Information 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB012 remained in the TECO discharge canal or in the vicinity of the dis­
charge canal during the time she was tagged. She lost her tag at TECO on February 13. 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 25 54 32 10 0 1 4 126 
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Marjorie (TTB051)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MSTM8901 & HSTM9303 (rescue IDs), TI1 (photo ID) 
Total Length 292 cm (September 6, 1995) 
Status In captivity January 1, 1989–September 6,1995 because of boat-related injury. Released September 6, 1995, 
Everglades National Park, Monroe County. She was ﬁrst photo-documented in November 1989 in the Chatham 
River. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged September 6, 1995–October 6, 1995/1/30 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Buttonwood Canal/Chatham River 
Reproductive History Gave birth to a male calf  (TTB052) January 17, 1993, while in captivity. 
Range Buttonwood Canal north to the Chatham River 
Winter: 
Non-winter Everglades National Park 
Major Movements/Time Frame T TB051 was released with her calf (TTB052/Valentine) and another manatee 
(TTB053/Grahm) into Buttonwood Canal. During September all three of them moved north using the Joe River, 
North River, Lostmans River, Chatham River, Oyster Bay, and Storter Bay.The three stayed together about three 
weeks before separating. TTB051 used Huston Bay, Storter Bay, and the Chatham River in early October, before 
losing her entire tagging assembly. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 23 20 17 3 0 0 2 65 
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Maya (TTB032)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB54 (photo ID) 
Total Length 286 cm (January 31, 1994) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 31, 1994 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 31, 1994–December 4, 1994/2/307 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Little Cockroach Bay 
Reproductive History 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB032 used the east side of Tampa Bay from the Palm River and Seddon Chan­
nel to south of Cockroach Bay during February to mid-March. Her travels included a trip to the Hillsborough River 
in early March. In late March, she made a trip to Port Sutton. April and early May were spent in Old Tampa Bay 
at Safety Harbor, Rocky Point, and the Fishing Ground. In mid-May, TTB032 moved to the Little Manatee River 
and Bahia Beach, where she spent June through September. In October, she moved from the east side of Tampa 
Bay to Culbreath Bayou and the Fishing Ground, where she stayed the rest of October and November. In early 
December, she moved to Little Cockroach Bay.TTB032 was seen at TECO in January 1995. 
Statistical Information 
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MD (TTB029)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers 100451 & SB218 (rescue IDs),TB52 (photo ID) 
Total Length 257 cm (June 17, 1993)/ 273 cm (January 4, 1995) 
Status In captivity May 28, 1992–June 17, 1993, due to a boat-related injury. Released June 17, 1993, Manatee 
County. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged June 17, 1993–September 1995/7/491 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Braden River/ Miguel Bay 
Reproductive History Gave birth to a calf in August 1995. 
Range Tampa Bay south to Charlotte Harbor 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, and Manatee River 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Charlotte Harbor, Myakka River, and Peace River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB029 moved south from Tampa Bay to Charlotte Harbor and the Myakka 
River after being released. Her tag came off in the Myakka River in mid-July. She was retagged at TECO in mid­
December. She used TECO and the areas south to Simmons Park during January. After a trip to Sarasota and Lit­
tle Sarasota bays, she moved to the Manatee River by the second week of February and stayed through the month. 
During March and early April,TTB029 used Sarasota Bay, Lemon Bay, Roberts Bay, the Manatee River, and Terra 
Ceia Bay. She moved south to the Peace River and then north to the Manatee River by early May. She moved to 
the Peace River in June and back to Miguel Bay by mid-July. She used Miguel and Terra Ceia bays, Bishop Har­
bor, and the Manatee River before moving to the Peace River in late August. She stayed for three days and re­
turned to Tampa Bay. She lost her tag and tether in the Manatee River in mid-September. She was retagged at 
TECO in January 1995 but lost her tag again at the end of the month. She was again retagged at TECO on March 
14. She then moved to the Manatee River, where she stayed during the rest of March and April. She used the Braden 
River during May. TTB029 spent the summer using the Manatee River and Miguel and Terra Ceia bays. TTB029 
was ﬁrst seen with a calf on August 15 in the Manatee River. Her tag stopped working the middle of September. 
She was seen at TECO with her calf in February 1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 379 441 334 127 22 0 10 1,313 
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Mollie (TTB020) and Holly (TTB021)
 
Sex Females 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB43 (Mollie photo ID) and TTB44 (Holly photo ID) 
Total Length Mollie: 275 cm (February 1, 1993); Holly: 220 cm (February 1, 1993) 
Status Wild manatees captured and tagged at TECO, February 1, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 1, 1993–September 1, 1993/2/212 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Bull Frog Creek, Hillsborough County 
Reproductive History With a 220-cm female calf (TTB021), February 1993 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB020 and her calf (TTB021) remained around TECO, Apollo Beach, Simmons 
Park, and the Little Manatee River throughout February and March. During April through June, they principally 
used the eastern shoreline of Tampa Bay between Simmons Park and Cockroach Bay, but they also used the Alaﬁa 
River. During July, they moved between Simmons Park and the Alaﬁa River, and they spent August in the area 
between the Alaﬁa River and TECO. Both TTB020 and TTB021 lost their entire tagging assemblies at the mouth 
of Bull Frog Creek September 1. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 119 239 178 37 14 4 3 594 
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Mucky (TTB005)
 
Sex Female
 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers SWFTM9001B (rescue ID), MNW9318 (mortality ID), #31 (freeze-brands)
 
Total Length 272 cm (July 30, 1991)
 
Status In captivity January 10, 1990–July 30,1991, because of stress related to cold weather. Released July 30, 1991,
 
Hillsborough County. Deceased December 5, 1993, due to a natural cause. Her age at death was 12 years old.
 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged July 30, 1991–October 10, 1991/2/72 days
 
Initial Tagging/Final Location FPC Bartow power plant/Old Tampa Bay
 
Reproductive History 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and FPC Bartow power plant 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB005 remained in Old Tampa Bay for the majority of the time she was tagged, 
principally using habitat in north St. Petersburg and at Rocky Point and Culbreath Isles. She lost her tag in Old 
Tampa Bay on October 10. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 35 81 33 16 5 2 4 176 
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Naples (TTB039)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MSTM8703 (rescue ID), MA13 (photo ID) 
Total Length 286 cm (July 19, 1994) 
Status In captivity July 5, 1987–July 19, 1994, because of boat-related injury. Released July 19, 1994, Charlotte County. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged July 19, 1994–May 24, 1996/4/675 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Peace River/Addison Bay 
Reproductive History Gave birth to a female calf (TTB040) August 27, 1992, while in captivity. Gave birth to a 
calf, fall 1995. 
Range Peace River south to Whitewater Bay 
Winter Marco Island south to Whitewater Bay 
Non-winter Marco Island area,Ten Thousand Islands, and Everglades National Park. 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB039 was released into the Peace River with her calf,TTB040 (Andrea), and 
another manatee,TTB038 (Timehri).TTB039 and her calf moved south for three days after they were released, ar­
riving at Sanibel Island by the end of July.They used Pine Island Sound during the ﬁrst week of August and then 
moved south to Naples. They used the bays, sounds, and creeks around Marco Island during the remainder of 
August.TTB039 and her calf separated the ﬁrst week of September.TTB039 stayed in the vicinity of Marco Island. 
She spent the fall in the Ten Thousand Island areas of Gullivan Bay and Coon Key Pass, also using Sanctuary Sound 
and Rookery Bay. In late December, she moved to the southern end of Everglades National Park near Whitewa­
ter Bay. She stayed in this area most of January, moving to Fakahatchee Bay by the end of the month. During Feb­
ruary, she used waterways near Marco Island and also moved south brieﬂy to the mouth of the Wood River and 
Pumpkin Bay. During the spring, summer, and fall,TTB039 principally used Addison Bay and adjacent waterways. 
She was ﬁrst seen with a new calf September 8. At the end of November, she and her calf moved to the Ten Thou­
sand Islands. During December, they moved between the Ten Thousand Islands and Sanctuary Sound.They spent 
January and February principally in Fakahatchee Bay. During the spring,TTB039 and her calf principally used Ad­
dison Bay, Sanctuary Sound, and the Marco Island canals. Her tag stopped working on May 24 in Addison Bay. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 253 332 296 39 1 0 4 925 
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’Nole (TTB037)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB59 (photo ID) 
Total Length 298 cm (February 2, 1994) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1994 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1994–May 5, 1994/1/92 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Pass-a-Grille Beach 
Range Tampa Bay south to Anna Maria Sound and north to Clearwater Harbor 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, Boca Ciega Bay, and Anna Maria Sound 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Boca Ciega Bay, and Clearwater Harbor 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB037 moved from TECO to Anna Maria Sound and south St. Petersburg dur­
ing February. During March, he principally used Boca Ciega Bay, moving north to Clearwater Harbor by the end 
of the month. He remained in Clearwater Harbor during April and returned to Boca Ciega Bay in early May. He 
lost his tag on May 5 at Pass-a-Grille Beach. TTB037 was seen at TECO in January 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 53 79 55 39 4 1 2 233 
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Norman (TTB027)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB50 (photo ID) 
Total Length 305 cm (February 2, 1993) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1993–February 15, 1993/1/13 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
Non-winter 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB027 was located at the TECO and FPC Bartow power plants during the ﬁrst 
half of February. He lost his tag on February 15 at TECO. He was seen at TECO in March 1996 and January 1998. 
Statistical Information 
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Oscar (TTB033)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB55 (photo ID) 
Total Length 283 cm (January 31, 1994) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 31, 1994 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 31, 1994–March 23, 1995/5/416 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Culbreath Bayou 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants; Bayboro Harbor; and Culbreath Bayou 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame During February,TTB033 maintained a range between the FPC Bartow power 
plant, Weedon Island, and Bayboro Harbor, with quick trips to TECO. During March, he used the west side of the 
bay from the FPC Bartow plant to Coffeepot Bayou, as well as the east side in the vicinity of TECO. During April, 
he used Culbreath Bayou, Cockroach Bay, the Little Manatee River, Simmons Park, and Riviera Bay. May, June, 
and July were spent using areas on the east side of the bay. During August-November,TTB033 moved all around 
the bay, crisscrossing the bay numerous times per month. During the ﬁrst half of December,TTB033 used the east 
side of the bay, using the mouth of the Little Manatee River, Little Cockroach Bay, and Cockroach Bay. TTB033 
was ﬁrst seen at TECO on December 13. He used the areas in the vicinity of TECO during the rest of the month, 
with a quick trip to Weedon Island on December 28. TTB033 used the TECO and FPC Bartow power plants dur­
ing January and February, as well as Culbreath Bayou during warm periods. During March, he primarily used 
Culbreath Bayou, where he lost his tag on March 23. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 133 209 175 92 17 0 13 639 
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Palmer (TTB015) 

Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers SWFTM8909B (rescue ID),TB40 (photo ID), # 19 (freeze-brands) 
Length 240 cm (August 20, 1992), 255 cm (June 10, 1994) 
Status In captivity July 20, 1989–April 23,1990, because of injury from crab trap entanglement. Released April 
23, 1990, Hillsborough County. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged August 20, 1992–January 27, 1997/12/856 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Simmons Park/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay, north to Anclote River, south to Sarasota Bay 
Winter TECO south to the mouth of the Little Manatee River 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Anclote River, and Sarasota Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame During the winters of 1993, 1994, and 1995,TTB015 used the TECO power plant 
and areas south, including Apollo Beach, Simmons Park, Bahia Beach, and the mouth of the Little Manatee River. 
During non-winter periods in 1992 and 1993, he used the east side of Tampa Bay from the Alaﬁa River south to 
the Little Manatee River. In 1994, TTB015 expanded his non-winter range to the Hillsborough River and to the 
west side of Tampa Bay, using Coffeepot Bayou, Safety Harbor, and Rocky Creek. In September 1994, he moved 
from north Tampa Bay to Sarasota Bay, returning to east Tampa Bay in October. In 1995,TTB015 used the east side 
of the bay during early spring and then moved to the west side. He expanded his range in May when he moved 
up the coast to the Anclote River for a brief period. During the summer of 1995, he used the  west side of Tampa 
Bay. In contrast,TTB015 used the east side of the bay, including the Alaﬁa River and Little Manatee River, during 
the summer of 1996. His tag was removed on January 27 at TECO. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 257 422 421 189 28 1 23 1,341 
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Pearl (TTB046)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB84 (photo ID) 
Total Length 315 cm (January 4, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 4, 1995 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 4, 1995–February 8, 1996/2/400 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Apollo Beach 
Reproductive History Gave birth to a calf, summer 1995 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, and Safety Harbor 
Non-winter Tampa Bay and Safety Harbor 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB046 primarily used TECO and adjacent areas during January and the ﬁrst 
half of February. She then moved to Safety Harbor, returned brieﬂy to TECO during a cold spell, and then moved 
back to Safety Harbor. She used Safety Harbor during the entire spring.TTB046 was ﬁrst observed with a calf June 
3. They remained in the Safety Harbor area during June and July. In August, they moved south along the west 
side of Tampa Bay to Big Island Gap, returning to Safety Harbor in mid-September.They moved between Safety 
Harbor and Big Island Gap during October.TTB046, and her calf moved from Safety Harbor to TECO in mid-No­
vember.They remained in the vicinity of TECO for the rest of November but moved between Big Island Gap, Safety 
Harbor, and TECO during December. They primarily used TECO and adjacent areas during January, but at the 
end of January and during the ﬁrst half of February, they also used Cooper Bayou and Apollo Beach. She lost her 
tag at Apollo Beach on February 8. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 123 145 141 80 6 0 3 498 
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Peixe-boi (TTB050)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MNW9718 (mortality ID),TB91 (photo ID) 
Total Length 320 cm (August 8, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged during an open-water capture, August 8, 1995. He died from natural 
causes, and his carcass was recovered on October 20, 1997. His age at death was 20 years old. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged August 8, 1995-February 12, 1997/3/553 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Safety Harbor/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay to Clearwater Harbor 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants; and Boca Ciega Bay 
Non-winter Tampa Bay and Clearwater Harbor 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB050 moved from Safety Harbor to the east side of Tampa Bay during Au­
gust. He used the Alaﬁa River, Bullfrog Creek, and Davis Island canals. During September, he moved between 
the east and west sides of the bay using Simmons Park, the Fishing Ground, Sweetwater Creek, the Hillsborough 
River, Culbreath Bayou, and Safety Harbor. He continued to use both sides of the bay during October, including 
Rocky Creek, the Gandy Channel, and the Alaﬁa River. In early November,TTB050 moved south to Pinellas Point 
before going to TECO in the middle of the month. He moved between the TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
during the last half of November. In December, he traveled to Boca Ciega Bay and then back to TECO and the 
FPC Bartow power plants. He principally used the area around the Bartow plant during January and February. 
During March, he moved back and forth between TECO and Boca Ciega Bay a couple of times. During early April, 
he moved around the bay but settled in Safety Harbor the last half of April and all of May. During the summer 
and early fall, he primarily used the Rocky Point and Safety Harbor areas. He spent November and the ﬁrst week 
of December in the vicinity of the FPC Bartow plant. He was ﬁrst seen at the TECO plant on December 10. He 
spent the rest of the month and half of February moving between the TECO and FPC Bartow plants.TTB050 lost 
his tag at TECO on February 12. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 405 351 185 71 17 0 3 1,032 
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Pilot (TTB007)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB33 (photo ID) 
Total Length 275 cm (December 16, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 16, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 16, 1991–August 30, 1992/2/81 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Hillsborough River 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB007 used TECO during December and the early part of January. His tag 
came off January 6. He was retagged July 23, 1992, at Simmons Park and principally used this area, including the 
Little Manatee River, until he moved to the Hillsborough River in late August. His tag detached upstream of Sul­
phur Springs, Hillsborough River, on August 30.TTB007 was seen at TECO in January 1994 and 1997. He was seen 
in Old Tampa Bay in September 1995. 
Statistical Information 
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Pongo (TTB057)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB107 (photo ID) 
Total Length 279 cm (January 23, 1996) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 23, 1996 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 23, 1996–April 26, 1996/1/94 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Culbreath Isles 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB057 spent January through March moving between TECO, Culbreath 
Bayou/Isles, and the vicinity of Rocky Point. He spent the ﬁrst part of April southeast of the Gandy Bridge and in 
the vicinity of Picnic Island, made a quick trip to Port Sutton, and spent the majority of the rest of the month in 
the Culbreath Bayou area. He lost his tag at Culbreath Isles on April 26. TTB057 was seen at TECO in February 
1997. 
Statistical Information 
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Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 49 78 46 23 1 0 2 199 
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Raster (TTB009)
 
Sex Male
 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB35 (photo ID)
 
Total Length 310 cm (December 16, 1991)
 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 16, 1991. First photo-documented at TECO in
 
February 1983. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 16, 1991–December 24, 1991/1/8 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter TECO 
Non-winter 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB009 was tagged for only eight days and remained at or near TECO dur­
ing this time. He was seen at TECO in March 1993 and January 1996. He was seen in the Sarasota Bay area in June 
1995 and 1996. 
Statistical Information 
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Ren (TTB022)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB45 (scar ID) 
Total Length 292 cm (February 1, 1993) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 1, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 1, 1993–January 9, 1996/7/786 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Apollo Beach 
Reproductive History With a 185-cm male calf (CTB9301), February 1993. Gave birth to a male calf (CTB9506), 
summer 1994. 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, and Little Manatee River 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Sarasota Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB022 and her calf spent February and most of March in the vicinity of TECO. 
During April and May, they used the lower Manatee River and during the summer mostly used the upper Little 
Manatee River. During September, they were principally located around the mouth of the Little Manatee River. 
During October, TTB022 was seen without her calf, principally in Terra Ceia Bay. During November, she ranged 
from TECO to the mouth of the Manatee River. She moved to TECO in early December and used TECO, Apollo 
Beach, Simmons Park, and the Little Manatee River during January to mid-February. She spent the rest of Feb­
ruary through mid-April in the Manatee River. She moved to the Little Manatee River for May through June. She 
lost her tag in the upper Manatee River in July and around the same time had another calf. She was retagged in 
January 1995 at TECO, and she and her calf again used TECO, Apollo Beach, Simmons Park, and the Little Man­
atee River during January through mid-February. They used the Little Manatee River and Bahia Beach areas in 
March and early April before moving to the Manatee River.TTB022 and her calf primarily used the upper Man­
atee River during May and the upper Little Manatee River during June and July. She and her calf separated, and 
TTB022 continued to use the upper Little Manatee River during August. She moved between the two rivers dur­
ing the fall. She arrived at TECO in early December but used areas south of the plant on warm days in Decem­
ber and early January.TTB022 was seen at TECO in January 1997 and March 1998 and in Sarasota Bay during May 
1997. 
Statistical Information 
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Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 460 758 559 174 41 3 14 2,009 
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Rita (TTB041)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB10 (photo ID) 
Total Length 345 cm (January 3, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 3, 1995. First photo-documented in March 1993 at 
TECO. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 3, 1995–May 22, 1995/2/139 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Charlotte Harbor 
Reproductive History With a calf, January 1995 
Range Tampa Bay south to the Peace River 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants; Charlotte Harbor; and Peace River 
Non-winter Turtle Bay and Peace River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB041 and her calf used the TECO and FPC Bartow power plants during Jan­
uary and the ﬁrst half of February.They moved south to Turtle Bay by February 19.They moved to the Peace River 
when a cold front passed through on February 21 and then back to Turtle Bay February 24. During March, they 
used Turtle Bay during the ﬁrst half of the month, moved to the Peace River when a cold front passed through 
and returned to Turtle Bay by the end of the month.They spent April and May in Turtle Bay and the Peace River, 
spending 2–3 days at a time in each location. TTB041’s tag and tether were recovered May 22 in Charlotte Har­
bor. She was seen at TECO in January and December 1996 and January 1998. 
Statistical Information 
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Points 71 118 97 35 1 0 2 324 
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RPM (TTB054)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers SWFTM9507B & RSW9504 (rescue IDs), FM235 (photo ID), #54 (freeze-brands) 
Total Length 234 cm (September 4, 1996) 
Status In captivity April 18, 1995-September 19,1995, because of a boat-related injury. Released September 19,1995, 
Lee County. He remained tagged until June 1998 when his tag was removed by FWC. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged September 19, 1995–December 31, 1996/2/232 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Caloosahatchee River/Matlacha Pass 
Range Caloosahatchee River to Matlacha Pass 
Winter Matlacha Pass/Isles, Cape Coral canals, and FPL Fort Myers power plant 
Non-winter Caloosahatchee River, San Carlos Bay, and Matlacha Pass 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB054 was tagged with a VHF tag when he was released into the Caloosa­
hatchee River on September 19, 1995. He primarily used Matlacha Pass during October, November, and early De­
cember. He was observed in the Orange River on December 29. TTB054 was tagged with a satellite tag on May 
15, 1996, in Matlacha Pass. He used Matlacha Pass from mid-May through August. In September, he moved to the 
Caloosahatchee River, primarily in the vicinity of Hancock Creek, and used this area through mid-October. At 
the end of October, TTB054 moved back to Matlacha Pass, where he remained through December. During cold 
periods in November and December, he was located in Matlacha Isles. He was seen in Matlacha Pass in January 
and June 1998. 
Statistical Information 
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Points 336 333 206 59 3 3 3 943 
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Scarlett (TTB042)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB80 (photo ID) 
Total Length 340 cm (January 3, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 3, 1995 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 3, 1995–January 21, 1997/4/735 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Reproductive History With a 230-cm male calf (CTB9501), January 1995. Gave birth to a calf, summer 1996. 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movement/Time Frame TTB042 and her calf used TECO January through mid-February. After mid-Feb­
ruary, they moved between TECO, the Big Island Gap, and Rocky Point. They spent March moving between the 
TECO and FPC Bartow power plants, Big Island Gap, and Culbreath Bayou. They principally used the Culbreath 
Bayou area until late April and then used the Alaﬁa River, Rocky Creek, and Fishing Ground. In early May, they 
moved to the Hillsborough and Palm rivers, south to Bullfrog Creek, and back to the Rocky Point and Culbreath 
Bayou areas. During June and July, they used the Hillsborough and Alaﬁa rivers and Rocky Point.They stayed in 
Safety Harbor during August.TTB042 was last seen with her calf August 26.TTB042 moved between Safety Har­
bor and Bullfrog Creek during September. During October, she moved to Rocky Creek, the Fishing Ground, and 
the Gandy Channel. She was seen at Bartow and TECO in mid-November. During December, she moved between 
TECO and the Fishing Ground. She principally used TECO from January through mid-March. During the spring, 
she used the Alaﬁa River, Rocky Point, and McKay Bay. During the summer, she used the Alaﬁa, Hillsborough 
and Little Manatee rivers; Safety Harbor; and McKay Bay. She was ﬁrst seen with a new calf on August 13 in the 
Alaﬁa River.They used McKay Bay and the Palm River during early September and then moved up the Hillsborough 
River, back to McKay Bay and the Alaﬁa River. During October, they traveled both sides of the bay. They arrived 
at TECO in mid-November and left shortly after that to go to Rocky Creek and Safety Harbor. They spent most 
of December and January at TECO.TTB042’s tag was removed at TECO on January 21. 
Statistical Information 
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Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 593 454 366 161 17 0 5 1,596 
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Sierra (TTB056)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB104 (photo ID) 
Total Length 330 cm (January 12, 1996) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 12, 1996. First photo-documented at TECO in Feb­
ruary 1992 and then in December 1995. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 12, 1996–December 22, 1996/3/342 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Reproductive History With a 140-cm male calf (CTB9604), January 1996 
Range Tampa Bay south to the Peace River 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Charlotte Harbor, and Pine Island Sound 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB056 and her calf used TECO, the Alaﬁa River, Bahia Beach, Cockroach Bay, 
and the mouth of the Little Manatee River during January through March. During April and May, they used Terra 
Ceia Bay and the Manatee River. In June,TTB056 and her calf moved south to Forked Creek, Lemon Bay, and back 
to Little Sarasota Bay. During July and the ﬁrst half of August, they used the Manatee River and Terra Ceia Bay. 
They then moved south, reaching Pine Island Sound by the end of the month. During September, TTB056 and 
her calf moved from Pine Island Sound, up the Peace River and back to Pine Island Sound, with a stop in Turtle 
Bay. They used Pine Island Sound primarily during October. TTB056’s tag sank towards the end of October. She 
and her calf were observed at Cayo Costa in November and Lemon Bay in early December, and they were seen 
at TECO on December 22.TTB056’s tag and tether were removed in January 1997. 
Statistical Information 
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Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 166 197 175 50 7 1 5 601 
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Simone (TTB017)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB42 (photo ID) 
Total Length 290 cm (August 20, 1992) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at Simmons Park, August 20, 1992 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged August 20, 1992–June 24, 1993/2/308 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Simmons Park/Simmons Park 
Reproductive History Gave birth to a calf, April 1993 
Range Tampa Bay south to Palma Sola Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
Non-winter Tampa Bay and Palma Sola Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB017 used the eastern side of Tampa Bay from Simmons Park south to the 
Little Manatee River from the end of August to mid-October. She then moved to western Old Tampa Bay and used 
areas north and south of the FPC Bartow power plant. Between mid-November and the end of the year, she trav­
eled between the FPC Bartow and TECO power plants seven times and used areas around each plant.TTB017 crossed 
Tampa Bay four times in January, using both power plants as well as Simmons Park. She continued moving be­
tween the plants during February through mid-March. She spent the ﬁrst two days of April in Palma Sola Bay 
before moving up the Manatee River to Fort Hamer. She gave birth in this part of the river on April 3 or 4. She 
remained in the upper Manatee River for two weeks and then she and her calf moved to the lower river. In early 
May, they moved to Palma Sola Bay, where they stayed until late June. They then moved to Simmons Park. 
TTB017’s tag stopped functioning June 24. 
Statistical Information 
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Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 147 438 157 57 11 3 3 816 
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Sinker (TTB030)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB53 (photo ID) 
Total Length 345 cm (July 20, 1993) 
Status Wild manatee rescued from crab trap entanglement.The trap was removed, and she was tagged and re­
leased with a PTT. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged July 20, 1993–November 22, 1993/1/125 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Caloosahatchee River/Matlacha Pass 
Reproductive History Gave birth to twins, fall 1993 
Range Caloosahatchee River north to the Myakka River 
Winter 
Non-winter Caloosahatchee River, Alligator Bay, Myakka River, and Matlacha Pass 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB030 remained in the Caloosahatchee River during July, August, and the 
ﬁrst half of September. She moved very little, staying primarily in the vicinity of the U.S. 41 bridges, downtown 
Ft. Myers. In mid-September, she moved to Charlotte Harbor and Alligator Bay. On September 24, TTB030 was 
observed with two newborn calves. However, only one calf was seen September 28.TTB030 and her calf used Al­
ligator Bay during the ﬁrst half of October and then went to the Myakka River before proceeding south to Mat­
lacha Pass by the end of the month.They spent November in Matlacha Pass, principally around the bridge to Little 
Pine Island Sound and Buzzard Bay.TTB030 lost her tag on November 22 at Matlacha Pass. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 110 185 96 16 0 0 3 410 
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Sparc (TTB008)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB34 (photo ID) 
Total Length 325 cm (December 16, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 16, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 16, 1991–December 23, 1991/1/7 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Reproductive History With a 210-cm male calf (CTB9103), December 1991. 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, and Port Sutton 
Non-winter 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB008 was tagged for only a week and used both the TECO and Port Sutton 
warm-water efﬂuents during this time. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 4 13 2 2 0 1 2 24 
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Sundance (TTB047)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB85 (photo ID) 
Total Length 280 cm (January 5, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, January 5, 1995 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged January 5, 1995–February 5, 1995/1/31 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Tampa Bay 
Reproductive History With a 176-cm male calf (CTB9503), January 1995. 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB047 and her calf principally used TECO during January and early Febru­
ary, but they did spend some time along the eastern shoreline of Tampa Bay from TECO to the mouth of the Lit­
tle Manatee River.TTB047 lost her tag in Tampa Bay on February 5. She and her calf were seen at TECO in March 
1995. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 9 15 21 20 1 0 1 67 
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Sweetpea (TTB058)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers CR398 (photo ID), #59 (freeze brands) 
Total Length 313 cm (April 23, 1996) 
Status In captivity December 6, 1995–April 23, 1996 after she was caught at a municipal wastewater treatment 
plant that discharged into the Houston Texas Ship Channel. Released April 23, 1996, Citrus County. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged April 23, 1996–March 12, 1997/2/323 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Homosassa River/Indian River 
Reproductive History 
Range Homosassa River north to Big Bend and south and east to the Indian River, Brevard County 
Winter Coral Gables Waterway and Biscayne Bay 
Non-winter West coast from Big Bend area to Marco Island and the Everglades; east coast to the Indian River 
Major Movements/Time Frame After her release into the Homosassa River, TTB058 moved north to the Big 
Bend area and principally used East Bay and areas around the St. Marks River during the spring and summer. 
She began moving south and east from Apalachicola Bay along the west coast at the end of September. In early 
October, she traveled part way up the Homosassa River before continuing south along the coast. By mid-Octo­
ber, she was located in the discharge canal of the Anclote power plant. By the end of October, she was near Sani­
bel Island, Lee County. During November, she traveled south through the Everglades, reaching Plantation Key 
by November 17. She went to Marathon Key before heading north up the east coast. During December, she prin­
cipally used the Coral Gables Waterway, south of Miami. She used the Coral Gables Waterway and Snapper Creek 
Canal during January and February; in February, she also used the Matheson Hammock Beach area and Coral 
Bay. She began moving north in early March. Her tag stopped working at Dragon Point, Brevard County, on March 
12. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 253 264 218 34 1 2 2 774 
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Sydney (TTB036)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB58 (photo ID) 
Total Length 289 cm (February 2, 1994) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1994 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1994–December 20, 1994/3/321 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay south to Roberts Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, Anna Maria Sound, and Sarasota Bay 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Anna Maria Sound, Palma Sola Bay, and Roberts Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame During February,TTB036 moved from TECO south to Anna Maria Sound and 
then returned to TECO by the end of the month. He traveled to Anna Maria Sound, back to TECO, and again to 
Anna Maria Sound during March. TTB036 began traveling a circuit from Palma Sola Bay to Roberts Bay (Sara­
sota) April through November. He used Anna Maria Sound and Sarasota Bay during the ﬁrst half of December 
and moved to TECO by December 19. He was seen at TECO in February 1995 and December 1997. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 81 124 158 53 18 1 4 439 
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Teco (TTB002)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB27 (photo ID) 
Total Length 265 cm (February 27, 1991), 275 cm (February 9, 1994) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO February 27, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 27, 1991–May 26, 1991/2/88 days; January 7, 1994–April 
8, 1995/5/456 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Sarasota Bay; TECO/Clearwater Harbor 
Range Tampa Bay south to Charlotte Harbor and north to the Pithlachascotee River 
Winter Tampa Bay,TECO, and Charlotte Harbor 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Charlotte Harbor, and Pithlachascotee River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB002 used TECO for a month before moving south to Lemon Bay. In mid-
April, he traveled south to Charlotte Harbor, using the Myakka and Peace rivers and the eastern shore of Char­
lotte Harbor. He returned to Lemon Bay in mid-May, and then continued north to Sarasota Bay, where his tag 
was recovered.TTB002 was retagged at TECO in January 1994. He used the power plant and nearby areas during 
January and February. He moved south to Gasparilla Sound and back north to Lemon Bay, where he spent late 
March and early April. He moved south, using the Myakka River and Turtle Bay during the last half of April. In 
May,TTB002 moved north to Clearwater Harbor. He used Clearwater Harbor and St. Joseph Sound through Au­
gust. In September,TTB002 made a quick trip north to the Pithlachascotee River and four days later was located 
in Frenchmans Creek, south St. Petersburg. During October,TTB002 moved around Palma Sola Bay, Anna Maria 
Sound, and Sarasota Bay. He used the Manatee River, Anna Maria Sound, Sarasota Bay and Blackburn Bay dur­
ing November.TTB002 traveled to Clearwater in early December and then to TECO by the middle of the month. 
He was principally located at TECO during January through mid-February. He then moved south to Charlotte 
Harbor, using the Myakka River and Turtle Bay during the ﬁrst half of March. He moved north to Clearwater Har­
bor by early April, where he lost his entire tagging assembly. He was seen at TECO during the winter of 1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 218 376 284 101 20 1 11 1,011 
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Timehri (TTB038)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MSTM9005 (rescue ID), FM230 (photo ID) 
Total Length 285 cm (July 19, 1994) 
Status In captivity August 10, 1990–July 19, 1994 because she was an orphan. Released July 19, 1994, Charlotte 
County. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged July 19, 1994–November 1, 1994/1/105 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Peace River/San Carlos Bay 
Reproductive History 
Range Peace River south to Naples Park 
Winter 
Non-winter Peace River, San Carlos Bay, and Estero Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB038 was released with TTB039 (Naples) and TTB040 (Andrea). She was sep­
arated from the other two manatees a day after their release. She spent the rest of the month principally north 
of Lettuce Lake. She used the Peace River all of August, ranging from Punta Gorda to Lettuce Lake. In Septem­
ber, TTB038 moved south from the river through Matlacha Pass to Sanibel Island. She used areas around Sani­
bel Island the ﬁrst week of October and then moved south to Estero Bay and further south to Naples Park by the 
middle of the month. She returned to Estero Bay and the mouth of the Caloosahatchee River by the end of Oc­
tober. Her tag stopped working on November 1, while she was in San Carlos Bay. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 45 61 41 18 0 0 1 166 
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Turbo (TTB048)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB94 (photo ID) 
Total Length 294 cm (March 29, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at South Rocky Point, March 29, 1995 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged March 29, 1995–May 3, 1995/1/35 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location South Rocky Point/Big Island Gap 
Reproductive History With a calf, March 1995 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB048 and her calf moved around Tampa Bay during April using Woods, Sweet­
water, and Rocky creeks, as well as Safety Harbor and Cabbagehead and Double Branch bayous. She lost her tag 
on May 3 north of Big Island Gap. She and her calf were seen at TECO in December 1996. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 39 34 17 10 2 0 2 104 
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Valentine (TTB052)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers MSTM9301 & HSTM9301 (rescue IDs), TI2 (photo ID), #66 (freeze-brands) 
Total Length 247 cm (September 6, 1995) 
Status Captive-born calf of TTB051, January 17, 1993. Released on September 6, 1995, Everglades National Park, 
Monroe County, with TTB051 and TTB053. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged September 6, 1995–January 31, 1997/3/511 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location Buttonwood Canal/Whitewater Bay 
Range Buttonwood Canal to Turner River 
Winter Whitewater Bay to Chatham River 
Non-winter Whitewater Bay to Turner River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB052 remained with TTB051 (Marjorie) during September but separated from 
her by the ﬁrst of October. He used inland bays, such as Sunday Bay and Huston Bay, during early October. He 
also used the Chatham River and Storter Bay during October. He was principally located in the Huston River and 
the Storter Bay area during November and the Chatham River during December. At the end of December, he moved 
south to the Rodgers River. He spent January and February using the rivers and bays in the vicinity of Whitewa­
ter Bay. During the spring,TTB052 moved between the inland bays and rivers and the Gulf in the vicinity of Cheve­
lier Bay, First Bay, the Broad River, Lostmans River, and Rodgers River Bay. He continued using these areas during 
June, but in the middle of July, he moved south to the Whitewater Bay area for the rest of the summer. During 
September, he moved back towards Everglades City and used the inland bays and rivers and gulf habitat from 
the Turner to Chatham rivers from late September through the ﬁrst half of November. During the last half of No­
vember and ﬁrst half of December,TTB052 stayed in Lostmans Creek. He then moved south, reaching Whitewa­
ter Bay by December 17, where he stayed the rest of the month. During January 1997, no satellite locations were 
recorded because the tag had been damaged by an alligator.Valentine was located at the end of the month in White-
water Bay and retagged. He remained tagged until March 1998, when his tagging assembly was removed by FWC. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 525 360 245 22 3 0 4 1,159 
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Vector (TTB010)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB36 (photo ID) 
Total Length 315 cm (December 16, 1991), 318 cm (May 22, 1995) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 16, 1991. First photo-documented at TECO in 
January 1983. 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 16, 1991–January 28, 1993/8/286 days; January 5, 1995­
January 21, 1997/6/643 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/TECO; TECO/TECO 
Range Tampa Bay south to the Peace and Myakka rivers and north to the Suwannee River 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO; FPC Bartow, and Port Sutton power plants; Sulphur Springs; Culbreath Bayou; and 
Rocky Point 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Boca Ciega Bay, Suwannee River, Peace and Myakka rivers 
Major Movements/Time Frame Over the winters that he was tagged (1991–1992, January 1993, 1995, 1995–1996, 
1996–January 1997), TTB010 visited all the warm-water sites in the bay, including the FPC Bartow and Port Sut­
ton and TECO power plants, Sulphur Springs on the Hillsborough River, and Culbreath Bayou. After initially mov­
ing around between warm-water sites, he then would settle into a routine of moving between TECO and Culbreath 
Bayou and Rocky Point. During the spring, summer, and fall,TTB010 moved around Tampa Bay, using both sides 
of the bay. He also used Boca Ciega Bay. Deviations from his travels around Tampa Bay included a quick trip to 
the Suwannee River in April 1992 and a trip south to the Peace and Myakka rivers in August 1992.TTB010 lost his 
tag many times over the period he was monitored, but we were able to ﬁnd and retag him frequently due to his 
heavy use of Tampa Bay. His tag was removed on January 21, 1997 at TECO. He was also seen at TECO in Febru­
ary 1994 and 1997 and January 1998. 
Statistical Information 
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Points 604 730 375 161 28 9 27 1,934 
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Vincent (TTB028)
 
Sex Male 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB51 (photo ID) 
Total Length 292 cm (February 2, 1993) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, February 2, 1993 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged February 2, 1993–August 24, 1993/2/203 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Keaton Beach 
Range Tampa Bay north to Keaton Beach 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and FPC Bartow power plants 
Non-winter Gulf coast north of Tampa Bay, Keaton Beach, and Aucilla River 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB028 spent February and early March in the vicinity of the TECO and FPC 
Bartow power plants. In mid-March, he moved to the Anclote discharge canal, near Tarpon Springs. He made a 
move to Chassahowitzka Bay on April 24 and was located in the Homosassa River on April 27. In May, his tag was 
damaged by an alligator and stopped working. In July,TTB028 was reported at a marina in Keaton Beach, and he 
was retagged August 4. During August, TTB028 remained in the Keaton Beach area except for a trip to the Au­
cilla River. His tag stopped working August 24 at Keaton Beach. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 50 134 70 22 0 0 2 278 
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Zenith (TTB006)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB32 (photo ID) 
Total Length 265 cm (December 16, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 16, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 16, 1991–April 30, 1992/4/97 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/Culbreath Bayou 
Reproductive History 
Range Tampa Bay 
Winter Tampa Bay and TECO 
Non-winter Tampa Bay 
Major Movements/Time Frame Through February,TTB006 used the TECO plant and areas around the plant, 
including the Alaﬁa River. From March through the end of April, she principally used eastern Old Tampa Bay from 
Picnic Island to Culbreath Bayou. She returned to TECO on two days in March. She lost her tag in the Culbreath 
Bayou area on April 30.TTB006 was seen at TECO in December 1993, 1996, and 1997, and in January 1998. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 58 153 41 16 0 5 6 279 
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Zephyr (TTB013)
 
Sex Female 
Other Identiﬁcation Numbers TB38 (photo ID) 
Total Length 330 cm (December 17, 1991) 
Status Wild manatee captured and tagged at TECO, December 17, 1991 
Tagging Duration/Episodes/Total Days Tagged December 17, 1991–April 15, 1993/4/485 days 
Initial Tagging/Final Location TECO/ Hillsborough Bay near Ballast Point 
Reproductive History 
Range Tampa Bay south to the Ten Thousand Islands and north to Tarpon Springs 
Winter Tampa Bay; TECO and Anclote power plants 
Non-winter Tampa Bay, Peace River, Charlotte Harbor, Ten Thousand Islands, Tarpon Springs area, and 
Clearwater Harbor 
Major Movements/Time Frame TTB013 moved between TECO and the Culbreath Bayou area of Old Tampa 
Bay during the winter and through mid-March. She then moved south to the Peace River. From April through 
July, she principally used northern Charlotte Harbor between Cape Haze and Shell Creek in the Peace River. She 
made repeated trips between these two areas, usually visiting the Peace River every four to ﬁve days. In late July, 
TTB013 moved south to the Ten Thousand Islands. She used the Turner River, Chokoloskee Bay, and surround­
ing areas until early September, when she moved north to the mouth of the Caloosahatchee River. She contin­
ued north to the Peace River and returned to the Ten Thousand Islands by late September. In October, she moved 
north to Charlotte Harbor, continuing north to Tampa Bay towards the end of October. During the remainder of 
the fall and winter, she principally used the eastern shore of Old Tampa Bay from Rocky Point to the Gandy Bridge 
and TECO. At the beginning of February, TTB013 moved north to the Anclote power plant near Tarpon Springs. 
She stayed in the Anclote area 11 days and then returned to Tampa Bay. She returned to the Anclote area at the 
end of February and stayed through most of March. She returned to Tampa Bay in early April with a stopover in 
Clearwater Harbor. She lost her tag in Hillsborough Bay on April 15.TTB013 was seen at TECO in December 1994, 
March 1996, January 1997, and March 1998. 
Statistical Information 
Location Class 3 2 1 V S G Other Total 
Points 345 633 262 65 13 6 6 1,330 
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APPENDIX II 
Chart of months during which individual animals were tagged 
between February 1991 and December 1996. 
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APPENDIX III 
Glossary of location names used in describing manatee movements. 
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Location County Description 
Addison Bay Collier E of Marco 
Alaﬁa River Hillsborough Runs E–W from Riverview to Hillsborough Bay 
Anclote Power Plant Pasco NW of Anclote 
Anclote River Pasco, Pinellas Runs E–W, NE of N Tarpon Springs 
Anna Maria Sound Manatee Runs S from Anna Maria to Cortez 
Aucilla River Jefferson,Taylor Natural border between Jefferson and Taylor counties 
Bahia Beach Hillsborough W of Ruskin, E Tampa Bay 
Bartow Power Plant Pinellas NE of St. Petersburg, SW of Gandy Causeway 
Bayboro Harbor Pinellas SE of St. Petersburg, opens into Tampa Bay 
Beautiful Island Lee NE of Ft. Myers, surrounded by the Caloosahatchee River 
Big Island Gap Pinellas NE of St. Petersburg, S of Big Island 
Big Slough Charlotte, Sarasota Tributary of Myakka River, runs NE from Tarpon Point to Sidell 
Blackburn Bay Sarasota Between Laurel and Casey Key 
Boca Ciega Bay Pinellas SW of Gulfport 
Braden River Manatee E of Bradenton, ﬂows N into the Manatee River 
Broad River Monroe NW of Flamingo, Everglades National Park (ENP) 
Bull Frog Creek Hillsborough N of Remlap, runs E off of Hillsborough Bay 
Buttonwood Canal Monroe At Flamingo, between Coot Bay and Florida Bay 
Buttonwood Harbor Sarasota NW of Sarasota Bay, E of Longboat Key 
Cabbage Head Bayou Hillsborough W of Tampa, N Old Tampa Bay 
Caloosahatchee River Hendry, Lee Runs from Moore Haven SW to Punta Rassa 
Camp Lulu Key Collier Part of 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
Cape Haze Charlotte N of Bokeelia, on Charlotte Harbor 
Cape Romano Collier S of Marco, W of 10,000 Islands 
Captiva Island Lee Between Gulf of Mexico and Pine Island Sound 
Charlotte Harbor Charlotte S of Port Charlotte 
Chatham River Monroe S of Chokoloskee, Everglades National Park 
Chevalier Bay Monroe S of Chokoloskee, Everglades National Park 
Clearwater Harbor Pinellas W of Clearwater 
Cockroach Bay Hillsborough  W of Sun City, E Tampa Bay 
Coffeepot Bayou Pinellas  E of St. Petersburg, W Tampa Bay 
Coon Key Pass Collier S of Goodland, 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
Coquina Key Pinellas SE St. Petersburg 
Coral Bay Dade E of Kendall, off Matheson Hammock Beach 
Coral Gables Water Way Dade Between Coral Gables and Key Biscayne, Miami area 
Crystal River Citrus At Crystal River, runs NW from Kings Bay to Crystal Bay 
Culbreath Bayou Hillsborough W of Tampa, SE of Howard Franklin Bridge 
Culbreath Isles Pinellas E of Culbreath Bayou 
Davis Island Canals Hillsborough S of Tampa, N Hillsborough Bay 
Dollar Bay Collier S of Naples, opens to the S end of Naples Bay 
Double Branch Bayou Hillsborough W of Tampa, N Old Tampa Bay 
E. G. Simmons Park Hillsborough W of Ruskin, E Tampa Bay 
Estero Bay Lee SW of Estero 
Estero Island Lee W of Estero, N of Naples 
Everglades City Collier NW of Chokoloskee, on Chokoloskee Bay 
Faka Union Canal Collier NW of Fakahatchee 
Fakahatchee Bay Collier W of Everglades City 
First Bay Monroe S of Chokoloskee, Everglades National Park 
Fishing Ground Hillsborough W of Tampa, SE of Howard Franklin Bridge 
Florida Bay Monroe S of Flamingo 
Forked Creek Sarasota N of Englewood, empties into N Lemon Bay 
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Location County Description 
Fort DeSoto Pinellas S of St. Petersburg, between Gulf of Mexico & Tampa Bay 
Frenchmans Creek Pinellas S of St. Petersburg 
FPC Bartow Power Plant Pinellas Thermal discharge in NE St. Petersburg on Old Tampa Bay 
FPL Tice Power Plant Lee Thermal discharge NE of Fort Myers into Orange River 
Gadsden Point Hillsborough S of Tampa, on Hillsborough Bay 
Gandy Channel Pinellas NE of St. Petersburg, parallel to & S of Gandy Causeway 
Gasparilla Sound Charlotte S of Placida, between Gasparilla Island and Charlotte Harbor 
Gottfried Creek Charlotte S of Englewood, empties into mid-Lemon Bay from the E 
Gullivan Bay Collier S of Marco, E of Cape Roman Island 
Hillsborough River Hillsborough Runs N and E through Tampa, empties into Hillsborough Bay 
Homosassa River Citrus At Homosassa, runs SE from Homosassa Springs to Homosassa Bay 
Howard Frankland Bridge Hillsborough, Pinellas Portion of I-275 connecting St. Petersburg and Tampa 
Huston Bay Monroe SE of Chokoloskee, Everglades National Park 
Indian Key Collier Part of 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
Indian Key Pass Collier Part of 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
Joe Bay Manatee N of Skyway Bridge, S of Joe Island 
Joe River Monroe NW of Flamingo, Everglades National Park 
Keaton Beach Taylor On NW coast of Florida. 
Kings Bay Citrus At Crystal River, upper portion of the Crystal River 
Lemon Bay Sarasota Between Manasota Key and Englewood 
Lettuce Lake DeSoto Connects with Peace River NE of Port Charlotte 
Little Manatee River Hillsborough S of Ruskin, the mouth empties into Tampa Bay 
Little Shark River Monroe NW of Flamingo, Everglades National Park 
Lostmans Creek Monroe Off Big Lostmans Bay, inner bay S of Chokoloskee, ENP 
Manatee River Manatee Runs E–W from E of Ft. Hamer to Palma Sola 
Marathon Monroe On Vaca Key, Florida Keys 
Marco Island Collier Where Marco is located, S of Naples 
Matlacha Pass Lee N and S of Matlacha 
McKay Bay Hillsborough SE of Tampa, N of Hillsborough Bay 
Miguel Bay Manatee SW of Terra Ceia 
Myakka River Charlotte, Sarasota Runs through Sarasota County & to N Charlotte Harbor 
Naples Park Collier N of Naples 
N River Monroe NE of Flamingo, Everglades National Park 
Old Tampa Bay Hillsborough Between Clearwater and Tampa 
Orange River Lee NE of Ft. Myers, tributary of Caloosahatchee River 
Palm River Hillsborough SE of Tampa, tributary of McKay Bay 
Palma Sola Bay Manatee W of Bradenton, connects with Anna Maria Sound 
Pansy Bayou Sarasota E of Sarasota, NW of Lid Key 
Panther Key Collier Part of 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
Peace River Charlotte E of Port Charlotte, empties into Charlotte Harbor 
Picnic Island Hillsborough S of Port Tampa 
Pine Island Sound Lee Between Pine Island to the E and Captiva Island to the W 
Pinellas Point Pinellas S of St. Petersburg 
Piney Point Manatee N of Terra Ceia, on Tampa Bay 
Pithlachascotee River Pasco Runs through New Port Richey, mouth empties into Gulf of 
Mexico 
Placida Harbor Charlotte NE of Placida 
Plantation Key Monroe Florida Keys 
Port of the Islands Collier NW of Fakahatchee 
Port Sutton Power Plant Hillsborough SE of Tampa, on the E side of Hillsborough Bay 
Pumpkin Bay Collier NW of Fakahatchee, 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
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Location County Description 
Rim Canal Glades Runs along edge of Lake Okeechobee 
Roberts River Monroe NE of Flamingo, Everglades National Park 
Rocky Creek Hillsborough W of Tampa, NE Old Tampa Bay 
Rocky Point Hillsborough W of Tampa, NE Old Tampa Bay 
Rodgers River Bay Monroe Inner Bay, S of Chokoloskee, Everglades National Park 
Rookery Bay Collier Between Naples and Marco 
Round Key Collier Part of 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
Safety Harbor Pinellas N Old Tampa Bay 
San Carlos Bay Lee S of Pine Island and Matlacha Pass 
Sanctuary Sound Collier E of Marco 
Sanibel Island Lee Between San Carlos Bay and the Gulf of Mexico 
Sarasota Bay Manatee, Sarasota W of Sarasota, E of Longboat Key and Anna Maria Island 
Snapper Creek Canal Dade Between Kendall and S Miami, connects with Biscayne Bay 
St. Joseph Sound Pinellas S of Anclote, opens to Gulf of Mexico 
St. Marks River Wakulla Runs from St. Marks Springs to S of St. Marks 
Storter Bay Monroe Between Huston and Chatham rivers, Everglades National Park 
Sulfur Springs Hillsborough N of Tampa, on the Hillsborough River 
Sunday Bay Monroe SE of Chokoloskee, Everglades National Park 
Suwannee River Dixie, Levy Natural border between Dixie and Levy counties 
Sweetheart Creek Hillsborough W of Tampa, NE Old Tampa Bay 
TECO Big Bend Power Plant Hillsborough Thermal discharge N of Apollo Beach 
TECO Port Sutton Power Plant Hillsborough Thermal discharge in S Tampa 
Terra Ceia Bay Manatee NW of Palmetto, opens to Tampa Bay 
Tiger Key Collier Part of 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
Turner River Collier SE of Everglades City 
Turtle Bay Charlotte N of Bokeelia, W of Gasparilla Sound 
Venice Inlet Sarasota N of Venice 
Warm Mineral Springs Charlotte At the end of Salt Creek, tributary of the Myakka River 
Watson River Monroe NE of Flamingo, Everglades National Park 
Whiskey Creek Lee Downtown Ft. Myers, tributary of Caloosahatchee River 
Whitewater Bay Monroe N of Flamingo, Everglades National Park 
Wood River Collier NW of Fakahatchee, 10,000 Islands Aquatic Preserve 
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